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Hard Alcohol Bail Upheld in
Task Force Recommendations

Batesies Place
High in Putnam
Math Contest

Dean Branham presents committee report, includes no ban on
drinking games, all recommendations await official approval

By ASAD BUTT

By JASON HIRSCHHORN
Assistant News Editor
Dean of Students Celeste Branham an¬
nounced long awaited recommendations of
the Alcohol task force at last night’s Repre¬
sentative Assembly meeting. One of the ma¬
jor recommendations of the task force, first
assembled in November 2000, is to ban hard
alcohol from the campus.
Dean Branham, accompanied by Deans
Tannenbuam and Gurney, and the student
committee members, Asad Butt, Geoff Hart,
Andrew Stanton and Kate Walker read from
a report entitled, “Ad Hoc Alcohol Task Force
Report and Recommendations.” The Dean of
Students charged this committee “with mak¬
ing recommendations regarding current Col¬
lege policy regarding alcohol abuse/con¬
sumption as well as an examination of the
drinking culture at Bates.”
The task force began their work by ex¬
amining the alcohol policies of other NESCAC
schools, but eventually turned their attention
“specifically toward the Bates campus.”
Dean Branham prefaced her reading of sec¬
tions of the committee’s report by saying,
“Since I received this last week, I have talked
about it extensively in staff. We are inclined
to accept the report as presented by the com¬
mittee.”
Branham also reminded the RA, “Stu¬
dents had a much larger representation than
the deans, security or faculty...and in most
parts [student input] shaped recommenda¬
tions.”
The task force recommended, “The cur¬
rent temporary ban on campus consumption
of hard alcohol be maintained as we feel such
consumption is an important contributor to
problem drinking and thus directly threat¬
ens student safety." Sophomore Max
Bergman commented that this new policy
might decrease the likelihood of students
calling Security for safety reasons because
they are fearful of the sanctions behind the
new policy. Bergman also pointed out, “The
current temporary ban on hard alcohol re¬

Asad Butt/Tlw Bales Student

Dean Branham explains the task force’s report in last night’s RA meeting
ally doesn’t work.... There were several in¬
stances where students had to be taken to
the hospital because of hard alcohol con¬
sumption very recently.”
Committee member Andrew Stanton re¬
sponded that simply because the ban didn’t
appear to be working, the committee could
not justify removing the ban. Dean Branham
said, “Hard alcohol offenses would constitute
a strike,” if the policy recommendations are
officially approved.
The task force recommended that the col¬
lege place no restriction on drinking games
but, “all health and safety regulations be ac¬

Faculty Votes Down Proposal
Legislating Directed Study
By DAVID WELIVER
Assistant News Editor
The college faculty met for the first time
since January on Monday, after being snowed
out of their February meeting and the March
meeting scheduled for last week. The meeting commenced nearly a half an hour late,
after waiting for the required number of professors to make quorum.
President Donald Harward called the
meeting to order and turned the floor over to
sociology professor and chair of the Educational Policy Committee Emily Kane to
present an action report to the faculty body.
The legislation aimed to revise the College’s
definitions of independent and directed study
courses for the first time since 1973. After
over an hour of debate, the faculty unani¬
mously approved the new legislation regard-

ing independent studies but rejected creating a category for directed study courses by
approximately two-thirds majority.
The legislation was returned to the facu,ty after it was tabled in Januaiy Many fac_
ulty members had expressed concern at the
Ja
meeting that the new directed study
guidelines would create additional unpaid
work for professors and wouid corral junior
faculty members into taking on additional
workloads that would not impact their candidacy for academic promotion,
The first hal{ of legislation providing re¬
vised information regarding independent
studies passed unanimously after an ame,idment adding a provision to the end o[ what
^ appear regarding independent studies
in the faculty handbook. The amendment
requires that text be added sayingthat even

Inside The Student This Week:
Is OneCard all we need? Forum, Page 3

Continued on Page 8

tively enforced.” The committee recom¬
mended, “The College reinforce the regula¬
tion that public spaces must remain clear of
any materials blocking safe movement...”
The committee also recommended, “Giving
Security increased flexibility in addressing
these games.”
Dean Tannenbuam iterated, “At this point,
if students are playing a game with a table
in a hallway, and that is deemed a safety haz¬
ard, that game will be stopped.” Dean
Branham assured students that Security was
Continued on Paye y

Edi tor-in-Chief
A team comprised of some of Bates’ top
math students finished 71st out of 322 col¬
lege and universitiy teams yesterday in the
sixty-first annual William Lowell Putnam
Mathematical Competition. The Bates team
comprised of Sophomore Peter Kozak, and
seniors David Grynkiewicz and Ishin You.
The Putnam competition, held on Decem¬
ber 2, 2000 was comprised of 2818 students
and 434 colleges and universities from across
North America. Kozak recieved an Individual
Honorable Mention from the competition for
his 55th place finish. According to Mathemat¬
ics Professor, John Rhodes, “no Bates stu¬
dent has done that well in the 15 years I’ve
been here.” Grynkiewicz finished in 422nd
place, also a remarkable achievement said
Rhodes.
The results past in years for Bates, indi¬
vidually and as a team, have varied. In 1999
the team finished 49th while the two years
before they did not rank.
In the fall, the three students with the
guidance of Rhodes solved old problems
weekly in practice for the exam. All three had
taken the exam before so they knew what to
expect.
The Putnam competition was created to
stimulate a healthful rivalry in mathemati¬
cal studies in the colleges and universities
of the United States and Canada. Most ma¬
jor colleges and universities participate in¬
cluding MIT, Harvard, and CIT. This years
team winner was Duke. The examination is
constructed to test originality as well as tech¬
nical competence. It requires that a contes¬
tant will be familiar with the formal theories
embodied in undergraduate mathematics.
According to Rhodes there is a lot of “self¬
selection” that goes on before students take
the Putnam exam, and despite the fact the
this exam draws the cream of the crop, twothirds of the participants this year got a score
of zero.
“An accomplishment like this doesn’t get
much recognition outside of the mathemat¬
ics community, but it should,” said Rhodes.
“Within the math world, everyone knows
what the Putnam exam is and how hard it is
to do well on it.”

Hildebrand Takes 2nd
in Slalom at Nationals
“
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of the season, the Bates College ski team finished amongst the best squads in the nation
by placing 13th at the NCAA National Cham.
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m the sport s ultimate collegiate skiing event
of the year. Junior Kyle Hildebrand and SeT
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Rogers on behalf of the Alpine team, while
sonhomores Justin Faster and lane Marshall
represented the Nordic team.

time winning the highest honor, makinghim
the first ever Bates skier to become a twotime All-American. Rogers also completed a
first time accomplishment by becoming the
.
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school s first ever women s alpine All-AmeriA...
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with a time of 31:18.3, while Marshall skied
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race in a time of 17:54.5.
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The nordies had a one-day lay off before
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they got back 0n the snow to skl ln the 20K
and f^ree technique events. Marshall, who

Hildebrand and Rogers led the way for the
team by both bringing home All-American

f^d thelSK had hcrbes Performance of
the championships with a top 20 finish and

honors. For Hildebrand, this was his second

Continued on Page 18

Three Batesies Compete in Natl.
Championships Sports, Page 16

Read the Alcohol Task
Force’s Report News, Page 9
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Letters to the Editor

Editorials

Agba’s Letter Ends With Hypocrisy
To the editor:

SCC Appointments Expose
Serious Systemic Problems
Monday night’s Representative Assembly Meeting saw the introduc¬
tion and passing of RA Bill 01-10, confirming the 2001-2002 student del¬
egation for the Student Conduct Committee. The SCC acts as the judicial
body for the College and is perhaps the most important committee on
campus. The Student is seriously concerned by the appearance of impro¬
priety surrounding the process that led to the nomination of two of the
five members confirmed to this committee by RA 01-10.
Of the sixteen applicants, all but two were on campus and available for
a rigorous interview. The Committee on Committees, entrusted to select
the SCC, readily admits that the interview is far and away the most sub¬
stantially considered portion of the application process. It affords the COC
with a chance to not only hear applicants’ stances on certain issues, but
also to gain first-hand perspective on how they conduct themselves. In
spite of the importance of the interview which can last as long as thirty
minutes, the two absent applicants, both in the midst of semesters abroad,
were among the five final nominees. A proxy interview was conducted on
behalf of the two applicants in question but it is doubtful that these inter¬
views could have served as anything more than glorified personal recom¬
mendations in the end—recommendations that other applicants were not
afforded.
Additionally, the proxy in question for both of these applicants was RA
President Jay Surdukowski. While The Student wants to make clear that
we believe neither Surdukowski nor the COC did anything other than fol¬
low procedure, the fact that the chair of the COC is the Vice President of
the RA by RA Constitutional directive and thus a direct subordinate of
the proxy giving testimony raises serious ethical concerns.
But there is an even greater concern. When asked how the COC felt it
could make an informed decision on the qualifications of the absent ap¬
plicants, the COC representative cited a history of personal familiarity
with the absentees. Seemingly, the happenstance that a portion of the
COC members know and like the two absent applicants played a diffinitive
role in the hiring of those students. The Student believes that this prac¬
tice is patently unfair to anyone who doesn’t have the luxury of a similar
relationship and thus created an unfair application process.
We do not necessarilly doubt the qualifications of any of the nominees.
We'haven’t undertaken the proper proceedures to make that determina¬
tion. Our concern is with the long-standing precedent of proxy interviews
and with the way that this precedent came to pass in the cases of these
two absent nominees. The impropriety here should have been recognised
beforehand. As suggested by the COC representative herself, substantial
changes must be made to create a more fair system where one’s location
and personal relationship with the COC doesn’t play a signifigant role in
the determination of that committee.

I will be blunt. The last sentence of Unyi Agba’s letter, printed in the March 06 edition of The
Student made me very upset. Ms. Agba says, “As an intellectual refuge you [i.e. Bates] have
the obligation to create, maintain, and immortalize a space where students become citizens
of mankind. If you cannot make this promise to all your students regardless of race, gender,
creed, color, and sexual orientation, then I suggest you move Down South or close shop.” I
am from the South, and I resent her insensitive, hypocritical remark. Even more so, I am
saddened that, by using this association, (I can only think that the South is here being typi¬
fied as a haven for racism, sexism, and homophobia), a proponent of social justice has inad¬
vertently sold out to the evils of prejudice and ignorance that we would all like to overcome.
-Joshua Harris

Gentes’ Letter Misrepresents Annotto’s Arguements
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a letter to the editor published in last week’s Student by In¬
structor Andrew Gentes entitled “Annotto’s Call for Free Speech Excuses Hate.” His letter
was in response to my original letter critiquing his disapproval of the Student using the abbre¬
viation “Kowski’s” in a front page headline about RA elections. He claimed it was disrespect¬
ful to the ethnic backgrounds of the two RA members to abbreviate their names in such a
manner. I still adhere to my original belief that this was utterly ridiculous because there was
no intent whatsoever by the editors to poke fun at the so-called “Slavic” backgrounds of the
election winners.
I have since heard more of Gentes’ opinions at a recent dialogue about freedom of speech
and race relations which took place in Pettengill Hall. Although 1 did not get a chance to talk
to Instructor Gentes after the dialogue, I realized throughout the discussion that he and I
agree on more issues than I originally believed. Regardless, I do not appreciate several of the
sleazy and immature editorial tactics he utilized in last week’s letter. Below is a list of the
many flawed arguments he presented in order to conceal the overall argument and intention
of my original letter which was published in the February 13th issue of the Student.
1) Instructor Gentes uses my quote that “blacklisting words and phrases which mildly
offend one percent of the population is counterproductive to the multicultural movement “ in a
severely faulty manner. He compares my casual use of the figure “one percent” to the percent¬
age of Jews in pre-WWII Germany as Hitler came to power. He then proceeds to place the
“Kowski” headline in the same realm as the Nazi propaganda which eventually led to the
Holocaust. He clearly states that any person who does not believe “one percent” of the popu¬
lation should speak out (i.e. ME), is clearly an anti-semite. Excuse me? First, he should not
compare my argument to that of anti-semitism for this type of writing is dangerously close to
that of character defamation. Second, comparing a Bates Student headline to Nazi propa¬
ganda is blowing things immensely out of proportion. The editors of the newspaper clearly did
not want to kill Jason Surdukowski and Brent Jarkowski because of their ethnic background.
In fact, there was not a single direct reference whatsoever to their ethnicity within the entire
article: It was merely a pun on the fact that their names happen to end in the same five letters.
That is precisely why I do not believe that Gentes’ original letter was appropriate.
2) Instructor Gentes assumes that the use of “Kowski’s” in a headline is a direct refer¬
ence to the RA members’ Slavic backgrounds. What does Gentes really mean by saying that
the afore-mentioned individuals are Slavic? Does he mean Slavs, Croats, Serbs, or Poles? I
criticized his letter because it placed racism where there clearly was none. Isn’t he in fact
constructing “ethnicity” where none exists by saying that the use of “Kowski’s” is a deroga¬
tory reference to a Slavic ethnic background? If something as harmless as “Kowski’s” is clas¬
sified as offensive and derogatory, who is to say that any reference to race or ethnicity isn’t
horribly offensive and should therefore be stopped? We must draw the line somewhere in
order to preserve any semblance of open dialogue about these matters. Gentes clearly has
gone overboard in his accusations of racism.
Continued on Page 4
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Students Sound Off On The OneCard Debate
OneCard System Would Improve Life At Bates
To the Bates Community:
This week members of our community will
once again be taking up the fight over the
OneCard system. One year ago the Repre¬
sentative Assembly passed legislation unani¬
mously to propose to the administration of
the College that we implement a OneCard
system. The year has passed and now the
school is working on the budget for next year.
We have seen no progress or attempt of
progress on the issue and remain under the
‘lock and key’ system. Most people on this
campus have probably been to other college
campuses, such as one of our NESCAC sis¬
ter schools, and have seen the OneCard sys¬
tem in action and have witnessed both the
benefits of the system and the flaws of our
current one at Bates. The majority of people
on this campus have probably had the an¬
noying experience of returning to their dorm
only to find that the door has been locked
almost 2 hours earlier than it was the previ¬
ous night and they don’t have their key. I am
sure that most of you, like myself, have
propped doors open to let your friends into

your dorm. This winter, water pipes ruptured
in Adams causing significant water damage
because of propped doors. This is only one
of the direct material examples of how our
current system is not only inconvenient for
the students, but leads us to take measures
which compromise our safety. A OneCard
system could and would successfully elimi¬
nate all of these problems leading to not only
a more convenient campus, but a safer one
as well by eliminating propped doors and
freeing up a security officer who normally
has make rounds to lock the buildings down
for the night. I strongly encourage everyone
to show the administration that after one
year we are still adamant about this issue.
To this end I encourage everyone who wants
a more convenient and safer campus to sign
the petition outside of Commons on Wednes¬
day. Let the administration know that the
voice of the students spoke one year ago did
not forget and will speak again. Let the ad¬
ministration know that we no longer wish to
lag sadly behind our sister schools, but sep
up and create a more secure, close linked,
student friendly campus.
-Daniel J. Barsky

Harms Of OneCard Outweigh Potential Benefits
Letter To The Editor:
Recently there has been a debate going on
across the RA-talk message list on the merits
of the proposed OneCard system. While I
agree with some of the points made in favor
of this proposal in principle, overall I feel I
must support Sam Goldman’s NoCard cam¬
paign because I have several major concerns
with the system.
First, I am worried about the message that
this will send to the community. If we allow
access to Bates dorms only by Bates students
(though not necessarily the students who live
in those dorms), I think it sends a message of
distrust to the community, and I am not sure
that this is a message I want Bates to be send¬
ing. While I obviously do not support commu¬
nity members being able to access Bates
dorms at midnight without restriction, I also
don’t support all Bates students being able to
access all dorms at midnight without restric¬
tion. I believe that while a fair number of
crimes on Bates campus are committed by
community members, I also believe that a fair
share of them are committed by Bates stu¬
dents, and I think by locking out the commu¬
nity we are sending the message that it js all
the community’s fault.
Second, like Sam, I question the compara¬
tive use of our funds. The up-front cost to in¬
stall a OneCard system would be substantial.
I think there may be better ways to make
Bates students more secure with that money
rather than the OneCard system, and I would
like to see some of those options explored.
Third, I have a concern about the atmo¬
sphere that the OneCard system creates. I
visit other schools regularly for debate, and I
have found that schools that employ OneCard
often feel like prisons. I have concerns that
such an atmosphere would be created here
at Bates by the installation of this system, and
since the friendly community atmosphere of
Bates is one of our primary attractions, I think

it would be dangerous for us as a school to
break that up.
Fourth, I would like to see some concrete
evidence that the OneCard system works in
reducing crime. While in theory it seems like
it would, I would like to see some hard proof
to back this up. Lots of other schools employ
this system, there must l?e evidence available
on it. I think that before we decide to adopt,
we must see that not only does this system
work, but also that it works consistently and
that the benefits are large enough to outweigh
the associated costs.
Finally, I would like to get to the issue of
privacy. While I agree that less propped doors
would create more privacy, I have several
other concerns. First, there is the concern
that Sam brought up, which is that with these
machines, it would be possible for our where¬
abouts to be monitored at all times. I know I
may sound paranoid, but that sounds
a little bit too much like Big Brother to me.
Secondly, though, I am not convinced that this
system will have the desired effect. People
could still prop doors if a friend from off-campus is coming to meet them or for a variety
of other, similar reasons. More significantly,
however, I believe
that people will still have unrestricted access
to dorms. When I visited
Harvard, I was able to get access to build¬
ings because people would Swipe their card
and then politely hold the door open for me.
Such a practice already occurs here all the
time, and I am going to assert that it will con¬
tinue to occur here even after this system is
implemented, thus
negating most of the positive effects the sys¬
tem might have. In this way, I don’t see how
it could be a great deal more effective that
the current system in protecting privacy.
Thank you for taking the time to read what I
have to say.
-John Ziegler

OneCard Offers A Safe Living Environment
residents. I am also a Maine resident and
am well aware of the crime that happensin
Have you ever come home late at night to Lewiston on a regular basis, as most are.
a propped door? Have you ever woken up in Lewiston has one of the highest crime rates
the middle of the night to go to the bathroom in Maine and it is utterly ridiculous that we
and found someone from the Lewiston com¬ do not have an effective way of keeping
munity drunk in your common room? Both people who should not be in our houses out
of these things have happened to me, the first of them. Additionally, I have also spoken with
on a regular basis and fortunately the sec¬ security officers who support the one card
ond only once and with no real consequence system because they recognize the threat
except increased fear for my safety. These that propped doors pose and are genuinely
experiences are the reason for which we concerned for the safety of Bates students.
need the one card system on this campus. However, the security officers do not have the
Although we may all feel safe here in our same power to sway the administration that
little Bates bubble, any person with any in¬ we as a collective body of students do. This
tentions can get into our houses and dorms is an issue that is important to all of us and I
at any time of the day or night. Doors are urge you to sign the petition and get the one
locked for a reason: to keep us safe and to card system underway. Not only will the one
keep people who want to infringe on our ba¬ card system make your life on campus safer,
sic right to safety out of our living spaces. it will make it more convenient. This card
could potentially be
Then why do doors
used for laundry ma¬
continue to be
and “Bates
propped? This hap¬
Coming home at midnight and chines
money” to use at'the
pens because we all
seeing the door propped Den, Store, etc. Al¬
have friends who
though this is sec¬
want to visit after
makes me afraid for my own ondary to the real
8pm and we don’t
safety as well as for the safety importance of the
want them to be
OneCard system, it
locked out in the cold.
of my fellow residents. is an additional rea¬
So, instead of waiting
son for you to join
by the door, we prop
the
movement to get
it and hope that secu¬
rity does not come by to foil our plans. The this system in place. I would like to know how
OneCard system would eliminate both the the administration will respond when some¬
need to prop doors and the physical act of thing tragic happens because someone with
propping. First, the house or dorm can pro¬ ill intentions is able to get into a building and
gram their system to allow people access at do real harm to a student. My informed
all or limited times. This way, doors can be guess is that they will move to get the
open to the campus at all hours if the people OneCard system in place, as it has been
in the house or dorm so choose. Second, an shown to cut crime rates on campuses across
alarm sounds if people try to prop the doors. the nation. Let us be strategic about this and
The incidences of propped doors and the get the preventative measures in place be¬
to
threat of people breaking in are nearly elimi¬ fore something happens that forces
make this crucial change.
nated with the OneCard system.
Once again, I urge you to offer your sup¬
Why is this an important issue for me?
There are several reasons I am concerned port for the OneCard system to make your
about getting the one card system up and life and the lives of your friends and fellow
going. I am resident coordinator and one of students safer and more convenient. Sign
my jobs is to make the living environment in the petition and write letters and we will be
my houses as safe and worry-free as possible. able to pressure the administration to get
Coming home at midnight and seeing the something done, so that, for once, they are
door propped makes me afraid for my own proactive instead of reactive.
-Bridie McGreavy
safety as well as for the safety of my fellow
To the Editor:

BATES RATES
Housing
Lotteries

NCAA
Tourney
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Although Expensive, OneCard System Needed
To the Editor:
1 am writing to voice my support for the pro¬
posed OneCard system on campus. Having
this system would accomplish many goals
which presently are unattainable. It would
help students have better access to dormito¬
ries all over campus which would therefore
eliminate the need for propped doors, it
would aide security in their efforts to keep
the campus crime-free, and it would assur¬

edly foster a feeling of safety among students.
Although the system would be expensive, it
is definitely needed. I have visited other
schools where similar systems are used, and
I have heard nothing but praise from both
students and security officers. The admin¬
istration should not stall in taking the proper
steps to install the one-card system. It will
assuredly benefit this campus.
-Mark J. Annotto

Deans stand shocked as
student attendance drops
50% on consecutive
Thursdays and Fridays in
mid-March.

CBB Diversity
Ik
Conference at ^
Colby

Thumbs up for a really
important cause. Another
thumbs up for Danny Glover.
Lethal Weapon rocked.

Alcohol
Report

Well there it is... And you
better like it or we’ll call
your mom.

„ ,

Further OneCard Debate on Pages 6 and 7

Done! And it only took three
hours! Do you think I can fit
a couch in my 78 square foot
single?

,

Released
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I’ll Take Rand Room 237 to Block, Bob
The X’s and O’s of Campus Room Selection
By TIM CASTOR

Opinion Columnist
It is that time of year when something other
than three-hour games of Beirut takes prece¬
dence over our schoolwork. No, I am not talk¬
ing about the annual puddle jump (I feel like I
am obligated to do a puddle jump every time I
come upon a pothole in the sidewalk). I am
talking about campus room selection, or in
other words, the process of finding a place
which one can frequent when he or she has to
ward off the ill effects of being awake. Al¬
though most of you, including myself (unless
I overslept this past Sunday or decided to give
up my academic pursuits in order to join a
traveling circus), will have chosen a living
space for next year by the time this is printed,
I would still like to take this opportunity to
provide my take on the whole room selection
process.
There are certainly many methods in
which housing lottery numbers could be dis¬
tributed. Individuals could be ranked in terms
of their GPA, the amount they can bench press,
or the number of European luxury vehicles
their parents bought for them on their last
birthday. Since we are apparently living in a
democracy that equates fairness with shear
luck, however, each Bates student is randomly
assigned a number. Now, this probably sounds
like a method replete with impartiality, for
every person has an equal chance at being
awarded every possible number, at least in
terms of the numbers that correspond to his

Letters to the Editor

Annotto Letter Cont.
~S) Finally, Gentes compares the use of
“Kowskfs" to the use of other derogatory
words such as “cracker, spic, nigger, add fag.”
While I totally agree that the.use of these in¬
flammatory wo'rds does not help the
multicultural movement whatsoever, can
“Kowski’’ really be grouped with these terms?
I have never heard anyone call a fellow stu¬
dent a “Kowski” in order to harass them. It is
precisely this stifling of speech which I find
utterly disgusting. It is one thing to write a
letter to the editor to criticize speech which'
has derogatory intent. It is an entirely differ¬
ent matter to casually classify a phrase like
“KowakT'as derogatory when there were ab¬
solutely no racist intentions. It is not that I
believe Gentes should be silenced. In fact,
without his letter this debate would have
never started, and Bates students might not
have had any reason to think about these im¬
portant issues. I merely believe that he should
save his critiques for situations where rac¬
ism is truly apparent. While some of the mem¬
bers of the Bates population may consider the
“Kowski” headline to be derogatory (this is
their Constitutional right), I truly believe that
an immense percentage of those on this cam¬
pus would not for a second compare such a
pun to a racial slur.
I originally wrote myletter to say that over¬
reactions such as Instructor Gentes’ are ex¬
actly the types of things preventing an open
atmosphere between students of different
races. If one cannot even abbreviate a
person’s last name without receiving harsh
criticism, how in the world are people sup¬
posed to have the ability to comfortably dis¬
cuss racism when the issue arises? If true rac¬
ism arises where there is clear intent to de¬
grade a person on the basis of race or ethnicity
everyone should assuredly speak out against
such a vile act. When completely non-racist
editors of a college newspaper attempt to cre¬
ate a catchy headline, however, anyone decry¬
ing such an act is clearly overreacting. I must
say one more thing before closing this letter. I
respectdnstructor Gentes and his opinions, but
comparing the “Kowski” headline to Nazi pro¬
paganda very closely borders on being disre¬
spectful toward all those involved in publish¬
ing the Bates Student.
-Mark J. Annotto

or her class. Although it may appear to be a room before they do, the time comes when
sound idea on the surface, the lottery system they get to chose their room in which they will
that is currently in place is a conspiracy akin be residing the following year. Year after year,
to the Britney Spears breast augmentation the most sought after housing accommoda¬
scandal (To quote “Seinfeld”, “They’re real tions (this side of your favorite lean-to, as seen
and they’re spectacular!”).
on “Survivor”) are suites in the Village. De¬
It seems no matter who you ask, almost spite the fact that I will hopefully be residing
every person receives a terrible housing lot¬ there next year (if I am still not awake by now,
tery number. In virtu¬
can someone give me
ally all of these unfor¬
a little nudge?), 1
tunate cases, the indi¬ It seems no matter who you ask,
used to be perplexed
vidual receiving an
almost every person receives a as to why people are
unwanted number be¬
always so desperate
terrible housing lottery number. to live there. In ana¬
lieves he or she is be¬
ing screwed by some¬
In virtually all of these unfortu¬ lyzing this issue, 1
one. The party re¬
have basically come
sponsible for screwing nate cases, the individual receiv¬
to the conclusion
this person can range
that every person
ing an unwanted number be¬ residing in the Vil¬
from the Housing Of¬
fice to the person’s
lieves he or she is being lage wants to be the
current roommate.
modern day Gatsby.
screwed by someone.
Even the lovable Ernie
Or maybe they just
has been assigned
enjoy cleaning up
blame (apparently there was a messy incident vomit on a regular basis. In either case, 1 think
involving a bubble bath and a certain rubber people enjoy playing the role as the host of
ducky). The bad luck that accompanies the the party, as long as that does not involve in¬
housing lottery number distribution has be¬ structing forty people to hide behind one chair
come so notorious that people will get ex¬ and say, “Surprise!” (in unison, mind you)
tremely excited when receiving any non-atro- when ten different people enter the room.
cious number: “Oh my god, you are not going
On the other end of the room selection
to believe this. I somehow got number 4302!
spectrum is the dreaded summer placement.
We have to go out to Margarita’s and cel¬ I really do not know what situation is worse,
ebrate. You are up for thirty-dollar tacos receiving a room via summer placement or
right?”
having to choose from a wide array of live-in
Once people have adequately dealt with the bowling alleys (i.e., every room in Adams),
trauma associated with learning that mem¬ which, unfortunately, do not come with those
bers of the class of 2015 will be selecting a snazzy bowling shoes everyone loves so much.

For those who are relegated to summer place¬
ment, however, I really do feel for you. I mean,
by being placed on the summer placement list,
you become vulnerable to many problems that
could arise over the summer.
For instance, let us say that the fifty clos¬
ets that have been designated as “summer
placement rooms” are somehow ransacked in
late August by an anonymous perpetrator
(Just give Shaggy a damn lie detector test!).
Unable to construct new housing before the
beginning of the semester, the administration
elects to provide every student on summer
placement with only an inflatable raft (for use
on the Puddle) and an instructional guide on
how to avoid frostbite. Whatever the eventual
end result, not being able to select a room at
the same time as one’s peers can be more
upsetting than learning that the quarter has
been placed on the endangered species list (I
think the Snuggle Bear might be behind this
conspiracy).
The excessive hype that seems to lead up
to room selection each year always disap¬
pears as quickly as it is manifested. Within a
week or two, people will be focused on decid¬
ing what to wear to the Gala or, once again,
attempting to throw a dirty, germ-ridden
sphere of plastic into a cup of tepid, foamheavy beer (mmm....tepid, foam-heavy beer).
For the next few days, however, the excite¬
ment that surrounds the housing selection
process remains at the forefront of our minds.
Since this is the case, I say we enjoy it. But
please, no more picking on Ernie. He has
enough problems with that puppeteer wire
attached to his arm.

Smokey Room Talk

thers believed the average voter is ignorant
and dangerous.”
“Of course they would. If they can discredit
the average voter, their own pedestal gets
taller. It all comes down to the question of how
much faith do you put in human nature. And
besides, if we had top quality, free, public edu¬
cation for all Americans, we wouldn’t have to
worry about the average voter being ignorant
or dangerous, would we?”
“Good point. And what of the argument of
special information?”
“Special information?”
“Right,” he said. “That those in office - leg¬
islators, councilors, executives - all, by nature
of their positions have access to information
which the average voter does not. And that
information could make a seemingly obvious
policy choice become more complex. There¬
fore, we ought to leave these complex policy
decisions to those specialists who have that
information.”
“Complex issues? Maybe in Congress or
in the state legislature, but down here in the
town halls, churches, and meeting places of
Mainers, the issues are so simple a child could
understand them. Do we want to raise taxes
to buy a new community center? Do we give
more money to fix the fence around the com¬
mon or do we hire a new assistant for the town
clerk? Do we name the new road after the
town’s founding father or after the selectman
who just died? These kinds of decisions don’t
require a post-graduate degree.” I sat back,
pleased with myself.
He reached for the Sun Journal and opened
it up again to the town meeting article. “Jim
Pulsifer is a selectman in Peru. He says, ‘For
small towns, the town meeting is where deci¬
sions are made. The people are the legisla¬
tive body...’” Dominick put the paper down.
“The voice of the people isn’t in the rants and
chants of the ire-filled pundits on television.
The marketplace of ideas isn’t in the convo¬
luted and lofty language of pretentious, snob¬
bish ideologues. The people are the legisla¬
tive body.” He stopped and considered the
statement.
I picked up where he left off, “And the poli¬
cies, goals, and statements that pass directly
from them is truly the voice of America.”

Direct Democracy In Action
By MATTEO & DOMINICK
PANGALLO

Opinion Columnists
It had been a long week - from tax plans to
airline strikes and from school shootings to
pardon investigations. I was sure Dominick
would have some tirade or other prepared
when I joined him in the Ronj. When I sat
down, however, I found him reading the local
news in the Sun Jour¬
nal.
“What’s up?”
He folded the pa¬
per and looked at me,
“Do you remember
that point-counterpoint article we wrote
way back in high
school? The one about
town meetings?”
“Yeah, sure, I remember it. Why?”
He held up the paper. “It’s mid March: town
meeting season. And they’re a popular form
of government here in Maine.” ,
“Great. They should be a popular form of
government everywhere.”
“Are you kidding? Even the smallest towns
can’t get more than about twenty or twentyfive percent of their voters to show up for
these things. In theory, maybe it’s a decent
idea, but in reality it doesn’t work.”
I saw where the argument was going.
Three years ago we had squared off on the
same issue back in our hometown in Massa¬
chusetts.
“Direct democracy doesn’t work? Are you kid¬
ding?”
“Well, there’s another problem there, too.
We live in a republic, not a democracy.”
“Maybe on the federal and state level, but
in the towns of our nation people can expect
to govern themselves.”
“Can they? All you need to do to get your
particular warrant or bill passed at one of
these things is to bring all of your friends.”
“So? If you friends are voters, then they
have just as much a right as anyone else to go

and speak out. It’s a New England tradition,
steeped in a culture of community self-gov¬
ernment, church clubs, spaghetti dinners, and
open debate. It’s as much a social institution
as a political one.”
He sat back and took a sip of his regular
AA Tanzanian blend with a teaspoon of salt,
“Go on.”
“The only people who could possibly find
fault with individuals deciding issues like lo¬
cal tax rates, school
funding, and road
repairs are the intel¬
lectually snobbish
conservatives from
George Will down to
Whitman Holt, who
believe the average
voter doesn’t have
the capacity to de¬
termine his or her
own self-interest.”
“Whoa. Breathe." He sipped his coffee.
“Don’t you enjoy Whitman’s column?”
“I never finish it. The kid has got to learn
to use the tab key, man:”
“Back to your argument.”
“Listen, no one understands local con¬
cerns, dynamics, or problems like the people
who live in those towns. No one is impacted
as much as the people these issues effect, the
people who live in those towns. Why not, then,
let the people who live in those towns make
the decisions?"
“Good question. I don’t have an answer.”
“You mean I convinced you? That was al¬
most too easy.”
' “I never said I think town meetings should
be abolished. I just said that not enough
people go to them to make them really legiti¬
mate.”
“But they don’t need people to actually go
to make them legitimate. Theyjust need to be
open to everyone. If all the voters in the town
have equal access to the assembly and an
equal vote in the meeting should they choose
to go, then they are legitimate.”
“But those intellectual country-club con¬
servatives would argue that our founding fa-

Listen to the Smokey Room Talk Show on WRBC,
91.5 FM every Thursday morning from 8 to 10. Visit
online at www.smokeyroomtalk.com.
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Shopping at the Market
Bates Should Have an Explicit Class Rank System
fulfills the right of a student to know how
(s)he is doing vis-a-vis his/her classmates.
A student at Bates should have the funda¬
mental right to know if his/her work is sig¬
One character¬ nificantly above or below the quality of the
ft
istic
uniquely work of his/her peers. Moreover, knowledge
separates the way of where one is in one’s class allows one to
grading is done at plan a strategy for earning an honors
Bates from the- invitation or membership in Phi Beta Kappa.
way grading is Given the impact that one’s class position can
done at most high have on job offers or admission to top gradu¬
schools and most ate and professional schools, each student
professional schools, namely, our refusal to should be able to have access to a gauge of
publish the individual class rank of each stu¬ where (s)he stands.
Currently, the
dent. The common argument as to why Bates Registrar’s Office is only capable of provid¬
does not publish class rank is that “doing so ing a rough estimate of where one lies in the
would be inconsistent
class. Students at
with the philosophy
.
Bates deserve to
of the college.” This
know more informa¬
Given the impact that one's tion about their per¬
argument is patently
false; class rank is
class position can have on job formance than this
consistent with a
estimation provides
number of practices
offers or admission to top them. Even if a
at Bates, including
graduate and professional class-rank system is
awarding Phi Beta
not openly dis¬
Kappa distinction to schools, each student should be
closed, it would be
the top 10% of each
better
able to have access to a gauge significantly
class, inviting the top
than the status quo
10% of majors to do a
of where (s)he stands. if there were some
honors thesis (a com¬
_ informal ranking
mon practice in sev¬
system where this
eral departments),
information could be obtained should a par¬
awarding Latin Honors on the basis of strict ticular student wish to do so.
GPA criteria, and awarding Dean’s List sta¬
A second key reason why we should
tus on the basis of similar criteria. All of implement a class-rank system at Bates is
these practices ostensibly “rank” students the motivational power contained within
in their own way, serving to separate the pro¬ such a system. Most people at Bates hope to
verbial goats from the sheep. Moreover, the graduate in the top half of their class; how¬
college also explicitly ranks all members of ever, it is logically impossible for everyone
a graduating class for internal use; however, to do so. A class-rank system would provide
this ranking does not take place until after an impetus for those who are doing poorly
the members of that class have graduated. at Bates to work harder ip order to move up
In this article, I will present three clear, dis¬ in the ranks. Doubtlessly, there is at least
tinct reasons why we should have an explicit one student at Bates who thinks (s)he is do¬
class-rank system at Bates, then I will con¬ ing fairly well when in fact (s)he falls in the
sider the one cogent argument against such bottom 75% of his/her class. Knowledge of
a system.
the fact that (s)he is doing so poorly could
The most important reason why we should serve to light the academic fire under him/
have a class-rank system at Bates is that it her and give him/her reason to work harder
By WHITMAN L.
HOLT
Opinion Columnist

A

would bear the responsibility for how we use
at his/her classwork. Furthermore, a class
it. Perhaps most students would choose to
rank system also provides motivation for
disregard such information, or perhaps some
those who are performing well to continue
students would obsess over such informa¬
to work hard. For example, if one know that
tion. The outcome is uncertain, however,
(s)he is ranked 43rd out of 430 students, (s)he
because we are currently denied the option
has a clear reason to continue to work hard
of even making such a choice.
in order to secure his/her place in the top
In conclusion, there seems to be no com¬
10% of the class. Or, if one knows that (s)he
pelling reason why we should not implement
is one of the top five students in his/her class,
a class-rank system at Bates. Doing so would
then that student now has a clear reason to
clearly not be inconwork as hard as (s)he
sistent with many
can in order to guarother polices that
antee that (s)he re¬
we
have. More im¬
mains one of the top
Bates is already fairly competi¬
portantly,
students. A classtive, simply making one’s class however, students
rank system would
give both those at the
rank explicit does nothing to are being denied a
fundamental right
top and those at the
increase that competition. to gauge their
bottom a clear reason
to work harder and _ _performance with¬
out a class-rank sys¬
achieve more. This
tem. Moreover, such a system would
could substantially improve the overall aca¬
benefit students both and the college as a
demic performance of the entire school.
whole, as it would stimulate harder work and
A final reason why Bates should have an
increase our competitiveness against col¬
explicit class-rank system is the advantage
leges which do have such a ranking system.
it gives students in terms of their allure to
The definition of a good policy-proposal is
employers and graduate schools. Most em¬
one in which there are clear, compelling ad¬
ployers and graduate schools ask to know
vantages, without overriding disadvantages
what one’s class rank is; and while the fact
resulting from the policy; a class-rank sys¬
that Bates students cannot provide such in¬
tem appears to meet this definition and thus
formation, does not directly decrease the
should be implemented at Bates College.
overall probability of being hired/admitted,
it does indirectly have in impact insofar as
- Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Science and
other schools do give their students access
Philosophy double-major; his column will appear
to such information. For example, a student
on alternate Tuesdays.
who can state (s)he is “ranked number 4 out
of 447” will be at an advantage compared to
a student who can only say that (s)he is
“somewhere in the top 5 or 10 percent.” Over¬
all, being able to state with confidence where
one is ranked in his/her class is preferable
to a rough, shaky estimate.
One potential line of argumentation
against a class-rank system is that such a
system would increase the competitiveness
of Bates. This argument is not particularly
compelling, however. Bates is already fairly
competitive, simply making one’s class rank
explicit does nothing to increase that com¬
petition. Moreover, even if this were to hap¬
pen, it would simply be the result of giving
students access to knowledge they should
have anyway. Whatever ramifications would
result from a class-rank system would be
result of the college’s choice to give the stu¬
dents such information, and we students

Digitz
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P'eople transported fro

Bates to local hospitals in
the past five days. Not the
best way to set the stage
for the release of the
Alcohol Committee Report.

The Job OCS Didn’t Tell Yon About
Sports Betting In Centred America
By NICK VOLK
Opinion Writer
Well the academic year is almost over and
for many of us graduation is fast approach¬
ing. Maybe you still haven’t found that per¬
fect job yet, Lord knows I haven’t (mostly due
to the fact that no one will pay me to drink
tequila on the beach). Maybe interning at
Charles Schwab isn’t exactly lighting your
fire, so you head over to OCS and ask them
about something more exciting, say orga¬
nized crime. Well OCS won’t be able to help
you find anything in that field, except maybe
an internship in Washington D.C.
So what’s a person to do? Well don’t de¬
spair, sit back, relax, and I’ll tell you the story
of Chas Bluefield, class of 2000. No, “Chas
Bluefield” isn’t his real name, but to protect
his anonymity and because he goes by it at
the office I’ll refer to him as such. Actually I
don’t give a damn about his anonymity; his
real name is Bryce Breslin, a good friend of
mine who is now working as a manager for a
sports betting company in San Jose, Costa
Rica.
He happened into the job while penniless
and desperate, after having no luck finding
the “save the world and help humanity” job
that he was hoping for. So after meeting
someone in a nightclub who offered him the
job, he decided to give it a try. Like many
others he started off as a simple “bookie”,
talking to agents in the states. The company
is run out of New York and New Jersey, but

has players all over the country. While not
the largest sports betting company in Costa
Rica, they are averaging about 1.3 million
dollars a month profit. Not bad at all.
So after a while working as a bookie, Chas
was soon promoted to “manager”, thanks to
his ability to speak English, and his first class
Bates College education. What does a man¬
ager do you ask? Well, he watches the
“lines”, which are the events offered by the
company that players can bet on. For ex¬

it the idea of getting paid to
watch sports in an exotic coun¬
try seems appealing to you, well
then give Mr. Bluefield a call
and he’ll hook you up. And no,
OCS doesn't have his name in
their Alumni reference file,
under organized crime.
ample, they had a line on the superbowl and
the presidential election, and nowit’s mostly
college basketball. Chas’ job is to watch the
lines and to monitor how much is being bet
on each side. If for example much more is
being bet on one side (say the Ravens dur¬
ing the Superbowl for example), action needs
to be taken to balance it out, say by increas¬
ing the spread. Also about once a day he
will talk to the owners from NYC who call

5

down to ask how much money they have
made for the day, but Chas spends the ma¬
jority of his time watching sports on.the ten
big screen TV’s. Sounds like a decent job
huh? Getting paid to watch sports.
So how much does one get paid for this
sort of thing? Well, Mr. Bluefield claims to
haul down about $450 a week. Not bad con¬
sidering that a good wage in Costa Rica is
around $200, a month. And not to worry,
everything done down there is totally legal.
It’s the part that the agents do in the states,
picking up and dropping off cash to and from
the players, that’s illegal. Unfortunately (or
fortunately depending on your perspective),
Costa Rica, like the Dominican Republic be¬
fore them, is wising up to the fact that large
amounts of money are being made under its
nose. Soon the government plans to hike the
permit to operate a sports betting company
from $25,000 to $150,000. When that hap¬
pens, the companies will pick up and move
shop to the next country without restric¬
tions, which is shaping up to be Belize. So if
the idea of getting paid to watch sports in
an exotic country seems appealing to you,
well then give Mr. Bluefield a call and he’ll
hook you up. And no, OCS doesn’t have his
name in their Alumni reference file under or¬
ganized crime, but they should. Voice your
complaint now. So don’t settle for less. Get
that job that will surely be your ticket to a
prosperous future in the racketeering busi¬
ness. But most of all, when you’re stressed
out because you have no idea what you’ll do
after graduation, relax and, like the Costa
Rican national motto says, “pura vida.”

62
Average in inches of
snowfall by March 13 in
Lewiston, ME.

34
Inches of snowfall for the
winter as of this time last
year.

86
Inches of snowfall rhis
winter.

400,000
Estimated cost in dollars of
' the proposed QneCard
system. Who would have
thought an issue like door
propping would cost so
much?
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Letters to the Editor

Driscoll Responds to Imber, Outlines Clarifications On Original Article
To the Editor:

those who would gasp at such comments. I
wanted those people to think back to the last
I agree with many of the points made by time they drank, If they were not having fun
Ms. Imber in response to my article. My ar¬ then they have a serious problem. Drinking
ticle was not meant in anyway to encourage is fun, funerals are not, every trip to the bar
or dismiss alcoholism or life threatening be¬ does not lead to the funereal home. Drinking
havior. I thank Ms. Imber for pointing out how games are fun, Alcoholism is not, but not ev¬
some readers may have misinterpreted what eryone who plays drinking games becomes an
I was trying to say in my opinion piece.
alcoholic.
First of all, I was unaware of the EMS re¬
I hate dorm damage with a passion; it is
port and the drastic increase of hospital vis¬ stupid and useless. Fifty thousand dollars
its in February. I thought the pattern of fewer worth of dorm damage is unacceptable. There
EMS calls during January would continue. I have been incidents on this campus where two
believed students had learned from the events or three .individuals have caused thousands
of the Halloween dance, obviously we haven’t.
of dollars of damage. One person may cause
However I still believe that further regulation a lot of dorm damage and every student who
will not stop such incidents. Obviously the pro¬ chooses to drink should not take the blame
posed regulations haven’t worked; nor will for that individual. Secondly, much attention
they if made permanent. I too am scared that has been given to the rise in dorm damage in
EMS may be late some night and a student the last few years while over the same time
may die. I am terrified that someone will wait period the college has tightened its alcohol
those few extra minutes to call EMS while they regulations. Tightening drinking regulations
consider any possible disciplinary actions that doesn’t affect dorm damage.
will be taken against
Ms. Imber’s final
them. Further regula¬
point on dorm dam¬
tion will make people
I hate dorm damage with a age I agree with,
wait to long.
daddy shouldn’t get
On Ms. Imber’s
passion; it's stupid and the bill, the people
first point that crack
useless.... One person may who commit acts of
is also fun, I’m sure it
dorm damage should.
is, however I don’t cause a lot of dorm damage and
1 believe that every
know of very many
person should get a
every student who chooses to regularly scheduled
people who use crack
in moderation as you
drink should not take the blame bill from the college
can with alcohol. The
for dorm wide and
for that individual. personal dorm dam¬
point I was attempting
to make is that be¬
age. Having to regu¬
cause drinking is an
larly pay from your
enjoyable activity further regulation will not own pocket dorm damage charges will make
stop it, what I wrote was not a defense of per- students much more aware of damage than a
sonally or physically destructive behavior. single charge at the end of the year. Fifty dol¬
Many people discuss how the campus envi¬ lars of dorm damage next to the tuition doesn’t
ronment forces people to drink. I was point¬ look like a lot of money. If students received a
ing out that most people drink because it is bill in there boxes every month for a few dol¬
fun. My rhetorical failure in alluding to good lars, charges would be more effective.
times had while drinking speaks directly to
Alcoholism is a terrible problem and, as
those who would react such as Ms. Imber did, you point out, at my young age fortunately I

haven’t sat next to friend dying from its ef¬ corrupt person and I suggest you go to the
fects. If 1 felt that a ban on hard alcohol and health center to get over your drinking habits
drinking games would stop one student from and pension for sexual assault. I apologize
ever becoming addicted to alcohol and suffer¬ that I didn’t distinguish between “mistakes”
ing its consequences I would whole heartily made while learning to drink and developing
support it; but it
an abusive relation¬
won’t. I’m not ad¬
ship with alcohol.
dicted to alcohol and
If I felt that a ban on hard However I don’t be¬
a vast majority of
lieve those persons
alcohol and drinking games who have gone to the
students who drink
are not- either. For
would stop one student from hospital even for an
those who are, do you
obstructive airway in¬
ever becoming addicted to tended to do so when
think regulation will
stop their drinking? I
alcohol and suffering its conse¬ they started drinking.
don’t.
1 believe they made a
quences I would whole heartily mistake, a grave mis¬
Ms. Imber is
right, you can stop
take, but a mistake
support it; but it won't.
drinking , you could
none the less. If it hap¬
hire many more secu¬
pens again that is a
rity officers, pay students to inform on others sign of an abusive relationship. I went to the
who are drinking. You won’t see drunk people health center freshman year, I haven’t been
around campus on weekend nights any more, back since. That was my first mistake while
they will sneak in alcohol, sit in their rooms learning my limits it wasn’t the last.
with 5 people and get even more drunk be¬
Second after the possibility of death what
cause there is nowhere to go without getting disturbs, me most about trips to the hospital
in trouble. This is what happens on campuses is how that individuals friends did nothing to
with harder drinking regulations, we all have stop him or her from drinking that much. If
friends that say so. I don’t think that is a your friend is chugging half a bottle of booze
healthier social environment than what we stop them. Individuals are responsible for de¬
have now. Catholic school doesn’t change veloping their own limits, but we all could use
much, my senior year Bro. Brian Davis in¬ a little help from our friends.
formed the students that our school had
I stand by my original piece I hope these
adopted a zero tolerance policy towards mari¬ comments have helped clarify my goals. New
juana. Everyone started selling pot off cam¬ regulations may inconvenience my own drink¬
pus, it didn’t stop anything.
ing and the drinking of the student body. The
My article was not meant in anyway to jus¬ point is that they will do nothing to stop the
tify trips to the hospital or developing life destructive and abusive behavior described by
threatening addictions. I should have made Ms Imber. There is a problem with abusive
that distinction clear in my original article. drinking among all college students. I support
Since I wasn’t hard on them before, I take this the desire of the college to do something to stop
opportunity to do so. If you commit acts of students from going to the hospital. Ms. Imber
dorm damage while drinking, you should stop. argues that further regulation by the college
Obviously you can’t handle alcohol. If you is the answer ; it most defiantly is not. A ban
think you can drink a bottle of Vodka and have on hard alcohol and drinking games is a kneea good time, you’re wrong, you might, die. If jerk reaction and will accomplish nothing.
you think pumping girls full of drinks so they’ll
-Dan Driscoll
sleep with you is all right, you’re a morally

Advice On How To Get The Most Out Of
The Bates Experience
To the Editor:
Almost a full four years ago now I arrived
here at Bates. In that time I have tried to do
a lot to help those around me and to make
other people happy. I don’t have any com¬
plaints about that. My only regret, if you can
call it that, is that after trying to make every¬
one happy, I would sit on my couch or with
my friends, or do even less than that instead
of trying to make myself happy. As a result
of my choices, and much introspection, I have
found that the tremendous majority of my
accomplishments lie outside of, rather than
within, myself. My intention of this letter is
only to show anyone interested in reading it
what is contained in my heart, and I believe
the heart of each of us, if we are honest
enough to admit it. If you would agree to read
on, then I promise that I will try to make it
worth your while.
Don’t ever cheat yourself. Bates is an
amazing home. Everywhere around you is
the family, in all the offices is the structure,
mom or dad’s cooking is in the cafeteria, and
each dorm room is your bedroom. Just like
the family, and each of our own homes, it is
easy to let everything happen around us and
to let ourselves become detached from the
living organism that exists and functions.
The difficult part is experiencing that. It is
hard to foresee, but sadly, and understand¬
ably, there’s little time for people to stand
around and wait for you to join them in liv¬
ing. Don’t ever cower away from opportu¬
nity. Do your best to make yourself smile.
Strive to be understood. Some go through
life always counting themselves out. At first
there are reasons for it, but later it becomes
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a habit; like drinking too much, it just some¬
how always seems to happen to them and
they’re not sure why. They don’t see that it
happened to them until after it has. Remem¬
ber this and be sure that you don’t do that to
yourself. Realize that there is a thing called
peer pressure, and it shows itself in instances
great and small. People sometimes feel as
though they have to be accepted and they let
themselves do as others please them to do.
Don’t strive to be accepted,strive to be un-

See yourself in the mirror.
Remember the times that you
laughed and had fun. Try to
remember what that felt like.
The closer that you come to
remembering, the less likely you
are to let your fears control you.
derstood. Let people discover you. Don’t let
them see what they want to see in you, but
rather, let them find the truth of who you are
in your every action. Let your decisions re¬
flect your being. You already know that you
don’t want friends who wouldn’t be there for
you if they knew who you were.
See yourself in the mirror. Remember the
times that you laughed and had fun. Try to
remember what that felt like. The closer that
you come to remembering, the less likely you
are to let your fears control you. At this point
you will be able to consider yourself blessed
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because you will have the fortune of acting
through your heart. When you are free from
apprehension and you experience your smile,
your soul soaring through the clouds and
approaching the sensation of “heaven,” you
will never dislike what you see in the mirror.
Have courage. Be true to yourself. I ask
you that in your own best interest you do not
look at what you have done in your past, but
that you focus on who you are. You are a
miracle. Regardless of origination or other
beliefs, we all have certain elements in the
fibers that we are made of. If you let your¬
self use the strength that is inherent in all
of us, then you will see that you are the most
beautiful, the most brilliant, the most pow¬
erful creature that you know. Your eyes
sparkle also. There’s a reason for that.
Transcend. Realize your value and try to
see how special you are. Be comfortable
with that. Give those you care about the
chance to learn about you. Don’t spend too
much time on the couch. You have feelings,
but at your will these can become fuel for
what is known as expression. No one de¬
serves the injustice of never knowing how
great you are. Including yourself. Be bigger
than what you limit yourself to everyday.
And finally, Hope for the best of everything
that you want and need. You don’t deserve
anything less than what’s going to make the
real you smile.
Thank you for trying to understand.
Sincerely, someone with one less regret
"Perfection is not when there is no more to
add, but when there is no more to take away.”

Support for OneCard
Dear Editor:
I think that the merits of the
OneCardsystem are quite clear at this point,
and I wanted to answer some possible con¬
cerns that have come up regarding the
OneCard system.
It has been brought up in the past that the
OneCard system could infringe on someone’s
privacy, and it has been compared to the Big
Brother phenomena. This concern is now
moot. The OneCard system can be set up so
that the operator can not see whose card is
getting access to any budding. Also, once a
person has entered, the system does not know
when a person leaves. The record of what card
got access to a building can only be obtained
by a court order or if deemed necessary by a
student/faculty committee. The purpose of the
system is not so Security can sit back and see
where Joe Shmoe goes around campus; the
purpose is to keep this community safe.
Another possible concern is that this
OneCard system might cause a detrimental
change to the atmosphere of the Bates com¬
munity Some of these arguments are rooted
in the fact that you will change to using a card
instead of a key to enter a budding. The key
system and the OneCard system are the same
in that they both let you into a building. The
difference is that the OneCard system solves
the current problems of safety Some people
dont like change, and I can understand that
on some levels. However, is this adverse re¬
action to change worth keeping the current
high-risk situation that our residences are in?
I think not.
This system would not make Bates a crime
free campus.- No one is sayingthat. Although,
it is proven to dramatically decrease crime on
many campuses and if tljis system could help
save one life, it is worth it.
-Geoff Hart, JA, Bates EMT
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Letters to the Editor

Taking The Liberal Out Of Liberal Arts
To the Editor:
Certainly Bates is a liberal in¬
stitution, something that most of
us are proud of and go to great
lengths to promote and protect. A
most basic principle of our liber¬
ality is freedom of speech, or free¬
dom of expression; even call it un¬
censored. The Bates Student
prints what it wants to print, and
the Library holds materials that
some would call objectionable, or
even ban. And that’s the way it
should be. Let each and every
person decide what to read and
what not to read, and deem what
is appropriate and what is not.
Art Minor, a student art show,
premiered at the Ronj on Febru¬
ary 7. This show withheld from
the Bates community the right to
make their own judgments about
works of art. It is common prac¬
tice with these events to select the
best quality of work that is sub¬
mitted. The number of pieces se¬
lected usually corresponds to the
maximum number of works that
can comfortably hang in the gal¬
lery. The gallery used for Art Mi¬
nor was not full, in fact I would estimate that
twice the number of works could have been
hung. Hence, it was possible to hang every
piece submitted by the students, but this was
not the case. Works were omitted, one of
which was mine. 1 submitted two works en¬
titled Innocence, and Young Girl. Young Girl,
a nude of just that, was not hung. Trying not

ted. I’ve entered things in juried shows be¬
fore and much of the time was rejected. That
doesn’t surprise me, I don’t think my work
is"that great. But I didn’t think this was a
juried show. Also, those walls were a little
bare. More work could only have improved
the show. It only took me 10 minutes to take
in every piece there, and I would think
you'd want more ivork to keep people en¬
gaged for a longer period of time; make it a
real “event". I’m not upset that my other
piece wasn't hung. If the walls were full,
I’d totally understand. I’m more concerned
that these shows be success fid. and popular
and I think having more pieces of art to
enjoy is something that should be consid¬
ered for next time. I know you must have
worked hard to put this together, and I ap¬
preciate that. I hope you can take my con¬
structive criticism with good spirits. Sorry
for being such a pain in the ass.
Cheers,
Tony
A few days later I received the following re¬
ply that I also quote in the
entirety:

to appear arrogant, I wrote to the student
that organized the event. 1 quote my letter
in its entirety:
(name omitted, for pr ivacy):
Great show! Thanks for including my work
(portrait of a girl). However, I’m curious as
to why you only hung one of my paintings.
I heard others also had some things omit¬

OneCard System Would
Enhance Campus Safety
To The Editor:
I’m writing to you in regards to the effort to
bring the OneCard system to Bates. I think
that it is extremely important that the Bates
community recognize the importance of this
project. The OneCard system is designed to
allow access to dorms and other buildings
through the use of an ID card rather than a
key. I believe that this system would greatly
improve the safety of our campus.
From 1997 through 1999 there were'a to¬
tal of 97 burglaries on campus, 83 of which
occurred in student dormitories/houses.
This could be attributed to propped doors,
which give burglars and other criminals easy
access to residential facilities. The one card
system could eliminate many of these
propped doors and thus provide safer living
conditions. The OneCard system would also
provide easier access for Bates EMS and

United Ambulance in the event of an emer¬
gency during which security was not readily
available to unlock doors. As a crew chief
for Bates EMS I have been delayed in reach¬
ing a patient multiple times because Secu¬
rity (through no fault of their own) was busy
with calls and I had to wait for them to come
unlock the door to the building. Security has
a lot of responsibilities and having to unlock'
doors for us makes their job that much
Jharder. The OneCard system could eliminate
this problem.
There are many other benefits of this sys¬
tem, including easier off-hours access to labs
and a reduction in the time security has to
spend on lockouts. 1 strongly urge every
member of the Bates community to support
this effort and let the administration know
that this is something that will make the cam¬
pus a safer and better place to be.
-Chris Conte, Bates EMS

With Proper Regulations, OneCard
Provides Security And Convenience
“Bobcat Bucks” that can be used in the Den.
We need to stay abreast with other
There is definitely one question in my schools when it comes to both security and
mind: Is the OneCard system an invasion of technology. Bates is seemingly a safe envi¬
privacy? I have thought about it since I heard ronment and we need to keep it that way. We
of the concept. There has been a constant also need to stay among the top wired cam¬
debate in my head. Will the OneCard sys¬ puses in the country. At Columbia Univer¬
tem be similar to the facial recognition that sity, the OneCard is used for vending ma¬
was used at the Super Bowl? Will Bates Se¬ chines. I won’t have to make the trip to
curity be watching us on screens like Tank Chase’s ATM machine to take out the money
watched Neo in the Matrix? The technology for a soda. At the University of Alberta, the
that surrounds OneCard has the potential to OneCard is used as a copy card. No longer
make our every move noticed. The school' will you be spending a buck on a new copy
has to understand that we, as students, do card that always seems to disappear out of
not want to be monitored if OneCard is put your wallet. Although I think that it will be a
into practice. With that understanding on long time until we reep the benefits of
the table, I think that the OneCard system is OneCard on campus, there is no better time
a great idea. The OneCard will keep me from than the present to begin the process of
freezing outside of Page because I forgot my implementing the system.
-Graham Veysey
key. It will satisfy my midnight snacks with
To the Editor:

hi anthony i wanted to clarify some things
for you. we worked with what we had. we
hung what we believed to be the strongest
work available. It seems r idiculous to just
hang everything so the walls aren't bare, if
it took you ten minutes to walk through the
exhibit that’s your deal, i’m sure you could
have spent much longer if the works fasci¬
nated you. Maybe it just wasn’t the most
fascinating work. Some constructive criti¬
cism for you-we didn’t hang your other piece
because it made us feel extremely uncomfort¬
able as women, although it was beautifully
rendered, the way you portaged the subject

left me feeling pretty disgusted . my
apologees for being so harsh, sometimes the
best criticism is the most difficult to hear.
If there was room for every piece of work
submitted, every piece should have been
hung. Instead, someone took it upon them¬
selves to unnecessarily select what they felt
was the strongest work available. What is
so ridiculous about hanging everything so the
walls aren’t bare? Most disturbing to me,
however, is that such selections were not
based on the artistic quality of the work. If
that were the case a beautifully rendered
piece would be hung. Sometimes art makes
us feel uncomfortable and even pretty dis¬
gusted. Indeed, art should evoke emotion.
Of course, not everyone feels the same way
toward a particular work. I have both pieces
hanging in my room and never has anyone
used the word disgusted, or anything re¬
motely close, to describe it. In fact, the mean¬
ing of the work was completely missed Im
sure, but thats another matter. The Bates
community had the right to view the work
and decide for themselves how they felt to¬
ward it. Instead, someone felt that it would
offend the Bates community and insinuates
that it would be offensive mostly to women,
as the juror says in the reply, uncomfortable
as women. I think the women on campus
should know that their femininity is being
used as a shield for censorship of art that is
misunderstood, perhaps, but hardly offensive
to anyone who claims to be even somewhat
liberal. I hope in the future that the entire
campus has the opportunity to feel uncom¬
fortable and disgusted because it is your
right.
-Anthony E. Bramblett, 03

NoCard Campaign Is The Solution;
OneCard Wastes Precious Recources
To the Editor:
The debate over the Bates OneCard is an
old one. Searching old Bates Students, I
found editorials going back to 1995 when the
card idea was implemented at Bates. Then,
student’s problems with the card were on
target. Today it seems that proponents of
the card have forgotten about these issues.
The rights of privacy and civil liberties and
mostly about our priorities. Have people for¬
gotten about student workers who are in
need of a raise, have we forgotten about the
shortage of professors in certain depart¬
ments? Do we want to create a false' sense
of security? Do we want to hurt our rela¬
tionship with Lewiston/Auburn? Everyone
should know that a card would not end rac¬
ism, classism or crime in general. A card
will further isolate ourselves as a wealthy,
institution with spoiled students, and divide
us further from our neighbors, erecting the
barbed wire fence that we have been proud
to take down. It shows that we fear our com¬
munity and this could lead to more crime,
frustration, and increase the divide. I do
not want to use a $500,000 card when my
neighbor next door uses a key. If someone
wants to break in they will, with or without
this system.
The ad campaign for the petition that
started this week also addresses issues of
the use of the card as a point system for the
den, and washing machines. Will the imple¬

mentation of the “bobcat bucks” change the
flexible system we currently have at com¬
mons? The fact that we don’t have a point
system is great, why create one? The com¬
mons Scanners haven’t been working this
week and break all the time. How do we
know that when they are on doors outside,
in the snow and cold, they will? Do we really
need a card to do our laundry or are Bates
students that lazy that they cannot use quar¬
ters? The snobbery that goes along with fur¬
ther uses of this technology is abhorrent. We
must focus our resources on what we are
here for. I like Bates because for the most
part we don’t have these fancy accessories.
I hope we continue with this trend of mod¬
esty. It is what makes Bates attractive.
With further implementation of the
BatesCard, the chances of student employ¬
ees getting a wage increase decreases. The
money has to come from somewhere. Donors
do not want their name on a security sys¬
tem. Bates’ resources are limited. What are
we willing to sacrifice? We must look for
cost-effective solutions. We must educate the
Bates student about door propping. Every
time a door is propped, close it. A cost effec¬
tive campaign spearheaded by the RA or
another group of students will decrease the
propping of doors and will save 500,000 dol¬
lars. Please, think about what you are will¬
ing to sacrifice before supporting this sys¬
tem.
-Sam Goldman

Jade Garden
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Chinese Restaurant
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10% Student Discount with Bates I.D.
Market Place Mall
675 Main Street
Lewiston, ME 04240

Day and Night Buffet
Tel: (207)-783-1818
(207)-783-1819
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Congratulations to Next Year’s JAs/RCs Directed Study
JAs for 2001-2002
Voted Down
RCs for 2001-2002

Ngan Dinh
David Bear
Hilary Domush
Jeff Critchlow
Hannah Gaines
Bryan Dutille
David Warhunsky

Lindsay Gary
Rob Fallon
Maria Joachim
Jesse Fox
Danielle Matteau
Lyle Gerety
C.J. Neeley
Kelley Puglisi

Jason Touhey
Sarah Rorimer
Ed Walker
Rebecca Sheldon
Gregory Weaver
Virginia Walsh
Ryan Williamson
Patricia Waters

Tara Businski
Dan Barsky
Jessica Caron
Scott Clement
Sarah Huffman
Will Coghlan
Sonia Shariff

Whitman Holt
Tonya Taylor
Khurram Khan
Christopher
Mabbett
Matthew Moulis
Andrew Rahedi
Robert Ruttmann
Matthew Szlachetka

though a department may generally ap¬
prove of independent study courses (360s),
...faculty members may refuse any 360 re¬
quest.
The more controversial part of the meet¬
ing ensued as professors began to again de¬
bate the legislation proposing a new cat¬
egory be made to include directed studies.
Directed studies are courses that students
may take independently, but are planned
and instructed by a faculty member.
The idea for directed studies arose in
response to professors who sometime teach
courses very similar to older courses al¬
ready listed in the department in order to
accommodate students in special situa¬
tions. The practice, which is presently pro¬
hibited by the independent study guide¬
lines, is especially prevalent in smaller and
more specialized departments like math
and physics.
Arguing for the legislation, Physics Pro¬
fessor Mark Semon said that turning down
this bill would be a, “tremendous blow to
the students because we don’t have the
ability to prepare students for graduate
school.”
One professor stated “It’s very impor¬
tant we reject this legislation,” because of
the increased demand it places on profes¬
sors without any compensation. He went on
to say that directed studies would go above
and beyond, “...work that we do that is not
part of our workload, as is the case with
independent studies.”
Professors debated back and forth,
throwing out the ideas that professors
should get full credit for any additional
courses they teach. Some faculty members
even challenged the validity of senior the¬
ses as being valid if the directed study leg¬
islation was to be shot down.
Dean of Faculty Jean Reich stood up to
address the professors saying, “I want to
underscore that this legislation was
brought to the EPC...not because people
Erin MullinJTlie Bates Student j want to add a new course [to a professor’s
History Lecturer and panel member Chirs Beam speaks in last week’s discussion
workload] but because this is happening
“...not as titillating as Clinton tapes would be takes 50 years down the road, as well how they already.” Kane and Reich both attempted
if there were such a thing.”
felt about the idea Clinton was a “Joe Nobody” to point out that this bill was simply a way
John Ziegler went on to point a finger at who became president. The questions lead in to institutionalize a practice already going
Clinton for his rampant use and abuse of soft many directions, including the discussion of on at Bates, but few professors would
agree.
money, and Professor Hughs dealt with the foreign policy and race relations.
Responding to the notion that allowing
popular inclination to praise Clinton for jumpPrompted by a question from audiencestudents
to take on directed studies is cur¬
starting the American economy.
member James Peyster, the panel discussed
Hughs was quick to point out, however, that that Clinton often talked a lot about race but rently against college policy, one professor
our recent economic boom, the longest peace¬ fell short of creating policy friendly to African- suggested that, being intelligent profes¬
time expansion in our nation’s history, is Americans and other racial minorities across sors, faculty members could continue to
crashing. Not attributing the economic success the nation. While Bushmiller stressed that her find ways to “fool the registrar,” in years
to Clinton at all, Hughs explained that “If any office pushed constantly to bring oppressed to come without a formal policy in place.
Towards the end of the argument, Edu¬
economist claims to know why... [the economy voices “to the table” so that their voices were
cation
Professor and EPC Committee Mem¬
soared],..he’s lying. Nobody knows why.” heard on issues before conflicts arose, the
Hughs did elude to Alan Greenspan and the panel stressed how Clinton’s race policies did ber Stacy Smith argued that she feared not
passing the legislation would actually put
success of the internet as possible instigators little of substance.
but not final explanations for our recent pros¬
Surdukowski interjected, “The fact underground pressure on junior faculty
perity.
[Clinton] put his office in Harlem was a big members to take on additional work
By the end of their introductory remarks it step...” although panelists noted that the lo¬ whereas having a formal procedure for di¬
was clear that the Bates Democrats had done cation would merely superficially support the rected studies would give faculty a point
a good job assembling a crew that was able to image of a minority-friendly Clinton. The pan¬ of reference on taking on additional
comment on vastly different aspects of the elists expressed concern that the move to courses.
As the session came to a close, Presi¬
Clinton Administration’s policies. The panel Harlem was a necessity for the ex-president
did not, however, seem to offer much diversity to save-face after the scandals of his first of¬ dent Harward called the proposal to a vote,
and the legislation to adopt provisions for
in their opinions of Clinton, as nearly every fice and last-minute pardons went public.
point discussed either scolded him for some¬
Director of Affirmative Action Joanna Lee directed study courses was rejected by
thing or took away credit he had been previ¬ spoke from the audience summing up the nearly two-thirds of the faculty in atten¬
ously awarded.
panel’s points. “As a member of the African- dance.
In other business, Physics Professor and
The panel pointed out how Clinton may American community...I felt that there was
have been a far more successful president if opportunity [for Clinton] to show we’re doing Chair of the Committee for Evaluation on
he had been allowed to make policy and was something about [racial issues] but there was Teaching Eric Wollman announced that the
committee was working to put the “instru¬
not always playing defense. Ziegler com¬ never any commitment.”
mented on what he perceived to be increased
As the discussion died down and the ment” for professor evaluation on-line by
cynicism across the country as demonstrated audience’s enthusiasm waned, moderater Erin the Fall 2001 Semester.
President Harward concluded the meet¬
by decreased voter turn-out; an effect that pan¬ Russ wrapped up the forum after just under
ing
with the uplifting news that he had re¬
elists noted may affect many presidents to an hour and a half, thanking all participants.
The audience and participants were invited cently received a letter from the Peace
come.
Russ later asked the panel what would be to remain for informal conversation and des¬ Corps, who has ranked Bates eighth in
number of collegiate volunteers the Corps’
Clinton’s shining moments and biggest mis¬ sert.
history.

Mixed Reviews of Clinton Years in
Bates Denis’ Panel Discussion
By DAVID WELIVER
Assistant News Editor
The Bates College Democrats sponsored
an intellectually stimulating discussion on
“The Clinton Legacy” last Wednesday night
in the Benjamin E. Mays Center featuring a
well-rounded panel of professors, students
and former White House Counsel Ann
Bushmiller 79.
Moderated by Bates Democrat Erin Russ,
the panel discussed and debated the ups and
downs of American political life during the
Clinton Administration. Paying special atten¬
tion to how the panelists believed President
Clinton would be remembered in 50 years,
they fielded questions from both the Demo¬
crats and from a small but politically charged
audience.
The Democrat’s panel included profes¬
sors Anne Dodd of education, John
Baughman of political science, Chris Beam
of history and James Hughs of economics.
Representative Assembly President Jay
Surdukowski and Bates Democrat John
Ziegler were also on the panel.
After a catered dinner, Professor Dodd
opened the evening’s discussion by express¬
ing her disgust at the Clinton
Administration’s assessment of teacher edu¬
cation programs noting that it costs colleges
money and does nothing to improve the qual¬
ity of a teacher’s education.
Professor Baughmah highlighted the
changes'in the Democratic Party under
Clinton and the rise of democratic moder¬
ates to appease the suburban middle-class
and fiscally conservative blue-collar voters.
Discussion ensued over how the democratic
party ran the risk of alienating unions and
minority communities, an impact that may
have harmed Gore in the recent election.
White House Counsel Ann Bushmiller,
who served in the counsel’s office during the
last year of Clinton’s presidency, briefly ex¬
plained the role of her post and the office.
She discussed how the office keeps an eye
on pending legislation for conflicts with ex¬
isting laws, finds people to be appointed as
federal judges and senior executives.
Among other things, the White House
Counsel’s Office is responsible for suggest¬
ing pardons to the president - a task in which
Bushmiller strongly assured the audience
she had no part.
Jay Surdukowski brought moral issues to
the discussion when he criticized Clinton for
quietly perpetuating racism by showingpreference to helping White Europeans such as
those in Czechoslovakia while refusing to aid
the victims of brutal mass killings in Rwanda
and Somalia.
An often humorous Professor Beam noted
how he nearly voted for Nader in the recent
election after being disappointed by many
facets of Clinton’s leadership. Beam saw
Clinton as a “creature of the DLC”, and later
expressed disgust at Clinton’s, “politics of
missteps and stupidity that was almost
criminal.” Beam, who has listened to hun¬
dreds of hours of the Richard Nixon White
House tapes, comically noted how they were
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Alcohol Task Force
Report Summary

Percentage Respondents Who Felt They Have an
Alcohol Consumption
Problem
Problem

The Tosk Force was charged with examining the bans of hard liquor, drinking games, and alcohol in first-year
centers as well as a general examination of the drinking culture at Bates. The task force was comprised of five
students, two members of the Dean’s staff, a member of security and one faculty member. The following are
suggestions to the Dean of Students. Legal approval and policy implementation are expected soon.

4%

(1) Hard Liquor:
The task force suggested that the current ban on hard alcohol continue, citing that “Hard liquor has been
involved in an overwhelming majority of alcohol poisoning cases, and consequent medical/community con¬
cerns, at Bates.” Addressing concerns about the legal rights of student over the age of 21, the committee
noted, “[We] feel that the enforcement of a policy allowing for those over 21 to have hard liquor would be
extremely difficult.”

Not a
Problem
96%

(2) Drinking Games:
The committee recommended that the current policy, which does not bad drinking games, remain, but that
health and safety concerns be “actively enforced.” Drinking games resulting in fire hazards and those in¬
voking hai'd alcohol, the committee feels, should be illegalized. The task force also recommended giving
security “increased flexibility" in addressing drinking games.
(3) Alcohol in First-Year Centers:
The task force recommended continuation of current policies in first-year centers. A complete alcohol ban
in buildings containing first-years “would not be appropriate” and would be “very difficult to enforce.” The
task force did encourage exploration of possible changes to the Junior Advisor role, including increased
education and budgetary allowances for alcohol-free programming.

Percentage Respondents
Who Felt There is an Alcohol
Problem on Campus

Somewhat
of a

(4) ATOD Counselor/Educator:
The committee recommends that the college staff a full-time Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drug (ATOD)
counselor/educator to provide “medical, evaluative and therapeutic” aid, as well as work with the Dean of
Students Office and various campus groups to implement alcohol and substance abuse educational pro¬
grams.
(5) Restructuring of protocol following an instance of severe intoxication:
The committee defined “severe intoxication” as “a level of intoxication in which the student, for his or her
health and safety, requires the attention of Security or the Health Center.” In order to provide “disincen¬
tive” as well as to “educate students” the committee proposed the following:
After the first occurrence of severe intoxication:
1.
Be required to meet with the ATOD counselor for support and counseling.
2.
Meet with a member of the Dean of Students Office. No strike will be given.
3.
The Dean’s office will keep a notation of the meeting which will be referred to in the event of
a second event of severe intoxication.
4. If the first offense results in a life-threatening condition (as deemed by the attending physician
or EMT) then a "letter of notification and concern” will be sent home to the parents or
guardians of the individual.
After the second occurrence of severe intoxication:
1.
Be again required to meet with a dean. Again, no strike will be given.
2.
Be required to meet with the ATOD counselor for an evaluative session to determine if a
potentially dangerous drinking pattern exists.
3. A mandatory letter to be sent to the student’s parents or guardians.
(6) Re-clarification of the three-strike policy for the student body.

Clear
Problem

32%

Branham Presents
Alcohol Task Force
at Open RA Meeting

(7) Initiation of a Social Norming Campaign
This program, which seeks a positive approach to behavior modification, seeks to inform the community
about the actual levels of alcohol consumption which, data suggest, are far-lower than perceived.
(8) Changes to local advertising policy
No student, or student club, is allowed to promote alcohol consumption through advertisements on the
Bates Campus. The committee recommended applying the same policy to local businesses.
(9) Changes in the role of Admissions
The committee recommended that the admissions staff and literature present the college’s, “renewed effort
to promote a healthy campus free from abusive alcohol consumption.” The committee also suggested that,
“students abstain from any alcohol consumption while serving as a host to prospective first- years.”
(10) Development of a Yearlong alcohol awareness and education program
The committee suggested that the Dean of Students Office, the Athletics Office, the Health Center and ATOD
counselor/educator generate a mandatory program for first-year students.
(11) Increased emphasis on the role of campus leaders
The committee suggested that the training of RCs and JAs (along with other, campus leaders) reflect an
increased emphasis in “guiding and forming first- year student perceptions of college life in general and
alcohol consumption in particular.” In addition, the task force recommended that RCs and JAs should have
a schedule of “formal and informal” alcohol-free gatherings during the first two months of college.
(12) Formation of a campus Alcohol Task Force
The committee recommended that the president, in conjunction with the Deal} of Students Office, generate
a task force comprised of members of all the areas of campus life to more thoroughly explore the drinking
issues on campus.
j

Continued from frontpage
very aware of
this report and that Security Of¬
ficer Christine Cuevas was instru
mental in the drafting of this policy
recommendation.
A noteworthy recommendation
by the committee concerned a “re¬
structuring of what occurs follow¬
ing an instance of severe intoxica¬
tion.” One of the main points of this
restructuring is that a
letter of notification will be sent to
the parents or guardians of an in¬
dividual who reaches “a level of
severe intoxication that is consid¬
ered life threatening.” Committee
member Andrew Stanton com¬
mented,
“Parents have trusted the school
to shepherd the students through
their education. They deserve to
be notified if their child has a neardeath experience.” In response to
student concerns about the deter¬
mination of severe intoxication,
Dean Branham replied, “Severe in¬
toxication is a determination that
will be made by the Health Center
or hospital personnel” (Including
student EMTs).
The first time a student is

brought to the attention of Security
or the Health Center, the student
will be required to have a meeting
with the ATOD Counselor/Educa¬
tor and required to meet with the
Dean of Student’s office. The dean
will not give a strike to the student
“keeping with the College’s medi¬
cal model approach to alcohol use
and abuse.” “Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Other Drug Counselor/Educator
(ATOD Consuelor/Educator).”
Regarding alcohol in first-year
centers, the committee decided,
“the current structure and policies
in first-year centers be main¬
tained.”
Dean Branham reminded stu¬
dents that “four other NESCAC
schools have similar policies” and
at a recent meeting of NESCAC
deans, support came from all the
NESCAC schools for policies that
move in this direction.
Dean Branham stressed that the
college will remain committed to
policies that are “Educational
rather than punitive.” Dean
Branham said that “We are not
quite there yet,” in regard to when
the policies would officially be
implemented, but did say, “Sooner
than later.”.
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Students and Faculty Gather for
Discussion of Race, Free Speech
By JASON HIRSCHHORN
Assistant News Editor
Around twenty students and one fac¬
ulty member gathered on Friday, March 9
in the Perry Atrium of Pettengill Hall to
discuss the recent note posted on the RA
bulletin board, free speech and race. The
discussion lasted over two hours and at
times reached extremely heated levels.
These discussions, called “Wednesday
Dialogues” (this was an out of the ordi¬
nary “Wednesday dialogue on Friday”),
are open to all members of the Bates com¬
munity to discuss various issues that af¬
fect the community.
The Friday discussion began with stu¬
dents sharing their thoughts about the re¬
cent note posted on the Representative As¬
sembly bulletin board. The note read, “It’s
time we started persecuting minority stu¬
dents” and was signed -J. Galt. The John
Galt Press a new student publication run
by members of the Bates College Republi¬
cans, has denied any involvement.
Several students at the dialogue felt
that, “this was a joke aimed at the John
Galt Press.” Unyi Agba said, “If it was a
joke - why? I don’t think it was a very ap¬
propriate joke to make.... It disturbs me
that people find that amusing and makes
me wonder what kind of climate we have
here at Bates.”

One student pointed out that the word “mi¬
norities” could have different meanings to
different people. Agba asked, “Did you im¬
mediately think of students from Montana
when you read this note?” The students
at the dialogue did agree that “minorities”
usually connotes people who do not come
from European-American backgrounds.
James Peyster reminded people, “Free
speech is the most powerful weapon we
have to combat this issue.” Agba acknowl¬
edged that while this was true, “There are
definitely voices on this campus that are
historically silent.” Peyster commented,
“There are some people on this campus
who are scared to talk, and that is a prob¬
lem.” Emily Bleek felt that “Treating this
as an act of free speech is a ridicule of
free speech.”
The one faulty member at the dialogue,
History Professor Andrew Gentes said,
“Free speech is not a question... it is a constitutional right.... How a community
voices its disapproval [of an act of free
speech] is the question.”
Students discussed the intent of the
posting on the bulletin board. “I don’t
know how important the intent is [com¬
pared to] how people feel and reacted to
it... if people feel threatened... then that is
a problem that needs to be addressed.”
The group discussed whether or not
people had a right to “not feel offended.”
Emily Bleek felt, “The word offended

Colby Hosts First Annual
CBB Diversity Conference
By KATIE BURKE
Staff Writer
On March 9 and 10, Colby College
hosted the first ever CBB Diversity Con¬
ference, a gathering of the three Maine
NESCAC schools to discuss issues of
race, religion, and sexuality on our cam¬
puses.
Organized primarily by four Colby se¬
niors who sought a productive dialogue
regarding these imperative issues, the
gathering began with a 'Friday night per¬
formance by StepAfrika, a world-re¬
nowned dance troupe
comprised of dancers from throughout
the United States and the Soweto Dance
Theater in South Africa. Their energetic
performance provided a great segway
into Saturday, a day of panel discus¬
sions and workshops on everything from
interracial dating to the origins of hiphop music, to sexual preference.
Of the workshops, Bates sophomore
Bobella Tes, who was both an attendee
of the Conference and a panelist on a
discussion of minority discrimination on
campus, commented that, “people were
very understanding and open to all
types of responses, criticism, and per¬
sonal viewpoints.”
A Colby student at a panel on racial
definition echoed Tes’s sentiments, say¬
ing that, “allowing people to say how
they feel is the most important way to
create change”.
Creating change was certainly on the
agenda for the weekend. In a panel dis¬
cussion on the lack of racially diverse
populations at the three schools, out¬
raged students requested immediate
action to increase retention rates and
to transform the primarily white cam¬
puses that presently exist into more ac¬
cepting and culturally diverse environ¬
ments.While the panelists, admissions
counselors from Bowdoin and Colby, de¬
fended their position by stating the dif¬
ficulties of recruiting students of color
to our schools and highlighting the ef¬
forts of all three schools to actively re¬

cruit minority students, the tone of the
panel was largely student-based and
passionate.
Equally ardent were individuals at
the panel on racial stratification, one of
whom remarked, “it shocks me that a
place like this where people are suppos¬
edly so smart is still so racist and so
unwilling to look past minority stu¬
dents”. Fundamental questions regard¬
ing everything from religious practice to
the attitudes of faculty towards student
opinion were posed and discusses by
students from all three schools.
First year Jeff Levinson, a presenter
on “The Variety of Religious Experi¬
ences on CBB Campuses”, noted that
these questions “need to be discussed
on our campuses. Race, class, religion,
and sexuality are issues that are rarely
discussed in an open fashion. It was
really nice to see people actually caring
about it and doing something to change
the way things are.”
Following the panels and workshops
of the day was a keynote speech by
Danny Glover, star of movies “The Color
Purple” and “Lethal Weapon”. Glover
spoke about the importance of social
change and his own personal experi¬
ences with race and stereotypes. He
further addressed issues of activism,.as
well as his own experience with dyslexia
- all issues central to education and to
the questions raised throughout the day.
In spite of the inclement Maine
weather threatening its success, the
CBB Conference was a well-attended
event that created its own storm of ar¬
gument and understanding, awareness
and activism. The Colby students who
organized it hope that it will become an
annual event with increasing popularity.
While most of the issues discussed gen¬
erated further questions rather than
concrete answers, the dialogue and dis¬
cussion certainly created the interest
that both the Colby students and the at¬
tendees of the Conference hoped it
would, and as a “precedent event”, it has
the potential to become a CBB tradition.

[does] not accurately capture or represent
the range or strength of emotional reactions
to the note.”
Agba asked the question of whether or
not people have the right to feel safe. Agba
posed the question, “How are we ever go¬
ing to inflict change on this campus when
people are afraid of being uncomfort¬
able?”
Peyster asked, “What is the goal, what
is our goal?" Agba commented that, “A
pretty happy, secure, safe environment is
the goal...and it is interesting that the
question of goals is posed to the audience
and not asked introspectively.”
For an intense few minutes the dia¬
logue turned confrontational between
Gentes and some students. Gentes said,
“If we are going to have a productive dia¬
logue we need to be able to look at both
perspectives.... And I sure don’t feel like
I can speak freely here.... I really don’t
see anything positive taking place here.”
Agba asked Gentes why he had come and
he responded, “Because I feel like we have
a real problem on this campus and in this
country with race relations.”
Amanda Green reminded Gentes and
others that, “It is not my responsibility as
a black women to teach you.” Green went
on to say, “My body is a political body....
The people in our society with the most
power are white middle-upper class
males...It is not my job to sit down and

explain what it is like to be a black per¬
son...”
Peyster remarked that he felt, “like
(he was) being told that if 1 don’t know
(a lot about another race) I should feel
ashamed or have to know what it’s like.”
Agba pointed out that race is a purely
social construction. She also used an
analogy to a machine as a way of exam¬
ining the power structures and race re¬
lations on this campus and in our soci¬
ety. “If you have this machine and it
works for thirty years and then it stops
working... if you want to really fix the
machine you have to take off it’s back
cover...and watch it.... and that takes
patience.”
Alake Pilgrim commented, all of us
are in engaged in a struggle to tran¬
scend categories. Many times I struggle
against people’s limited perceptions of
me based on skin color. In so many ways
it would feel great for me to present
myself simply as Alake who likes trees
and the color blue for instance.... I have
come to see this way of seeing as not
only unrealistic but dangerous.... Be¬
cause whether we like it or not we are
operating within a structure.”
The dialogue ended nearly two hours
after it had begun. People stayed to talk
individually with others and introduce
themselves. As people made their way
for the door, Agba reminded them, “Feel
free to keep talking.”
Wednesday dialogues have been oc¬
curring for over a year and a half in
Perry Atrium. Unyi Agba organizes the
dialogues. All members of the commu¬
nity are welcome and encouraged to at¬
tend.
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THE NATION
A Taxing Compromise
Word trickled down this past weekend from senior Senate aides that a compromise might
be in the works to push President George W Bush’s tax plan through the Senate. But it’s not
the compromise you might expect.
Negotiations are not with ranking Democrats or even members of the more conservative
Blue Dog Democratic coalition. They are with the moderate Republican faction led by Maine’s
own Senator Olympia Snowe. The coalition, including Senators Lincoln Chafee (R-RI), Jim
Jeffords (R-VT), and Arlen Specter (R-PA) have become the powerful hinge upon which the tax
plan, and much else in Bush’s agenda, depends. In its last (and final) issue, George magazine
ranked Senator Snowe as the fourth most powerful woman in the country and the 31st most
powerful person in the nation as a whole. The influence grows from her co-chairmanship posi¬
tion on the Senate’s Centrist Coalition (the other chair is Sen. John Breaux (D-LA).
While the President campaigned hard to promote his tax proposal in states in the south especially those states where he won the popular, but have Democratic Senators - members of
his administration are going to lengths to make sure his own party stays in line. Some criticism
has been levied against his tax plan by fellow Republicans who dislike that tax cuts for busi¬
nesses have been left out and others believe the cut is too small overall. The conservative
Washington Times blasts it for failing to reinstate supply-side economics from the early 1980s.
The real threat to the President’s tax plan is the moderate Republicans. Snowe and her
fellow moderates want to see a trigger mechanism in the proposal which would end the tax
cuts if, sometime in the next ten years, the projected surpluses fail to materialize. But Bush
and his staffers are adamantly opposed to a trigger mechanism. Secretary of the Treasury
Paul O’Neill went to Capitol Hill to personally lobby House GOP members to leave such a pro¬
vision out of their version of the bill.

Bipartisanship Dead or Just Ergonomically Im¬
paired?
Over in the House, Minority Leader Representative Dick Gephardt was quick to declare the
spirit of bipartisanship officially “dead” last week. After House Republicans quickly revoked
ergonomic regulations implemented during the Clinton Administration, Gephardt held a press
conference and lamented, “This is the biggest heist of a special interest in the history of the
Congress. This is breathtaking. This takes your breath away — that they would come in here
in one week, in two days, and rip this thing out that took 10 years to do the scientific work to
find out what ought to be done.”

Back to Florida
Mary Frances Berry, the chairwoman of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, released a
formal report on Friday from the body rebuking the state of Florida for alleged voting irregu¬
larities. Since the election, over 100 people have testified to the body about reports of discrimi¬
nation and intimidation used against minority voters in Florida during the 2000 Presidential
election. Of the eight members of the Commission, two dissented and the remaining six sup¬
ported the report. Among its findings, the body concluded:
- At least one unauthorized law enforcement checkpoint was set up resulting in an investi¬
gation by state authorities.
- Non-felons were removed from voter checklists based on unreliable information in con¬
nection with state-sponsored felony purge policies.
- Old and defective election equipment was found in poor precincts.
- Many Haitian-Americans and Puerto Rican voters were not provided language assistance
when it was requested.
- Many African-Americans did not cast ballots because they were assigned to polling sites
that did not have the resources to confirm eligibility status.
- Voter registration applications were not processed in a timely manner under the National
Voter Registration Act.

Who is This Guy Chad, and Why is He Pregnant?
Speaking of Florida, The Palm Beach Post has finished its recount of all the undervotes in
Palm Beach county from the 2000 Presidential election. Their conclusion? Well, if you count
hanging, pregnant, and dimpled chads (remember all those?), A1 Gore posts a net gain of 784
votes over George W Bush - enough to put Gore ahead of Bush in the state and give him the 25
electoral votes there. There were 9,150 undervotes marked on the total 462,350 ballots cast in
the county. Two groups of media organizations are still conducting independent recounts of all
67 counties in the state of Florida.

State Senator Wants a Clean ME
Back in Maine a bill to ban the sale, promotion, or distribution of obscene materials in the
state has caught some attention around the state and nation.
Groups as diverse as the National Organization for Women and the Christian Civil League
have endorsed it, while the American Civil Liberties Union and other first-amendment watch¬
dog groups have condemned it. The bill, sponsored by State Senator Kenneth Lemont (RKittery), would not ban normal pornography - only depictions of sexual violence, torture and
other extreme sexual activities that go well beyond “contemporary community standards”
would be banned, said Charles Lane, a lawyer for the city of Portland and the primary author
of an identical ordinance in that city.

THE GEOBE
Arafat Claims European Involvement Crucial
to Mid-East Peace
GAZA - Palestinian President Yasser Arafat met with European officials Monday and
said their involvement was crucial to reviving peace talks with Israel,
“[The] European role is very important to save the peace process," Arafat told report¬
ers after holding talks with European Commissioner for External Affairs Chris Patten
and Swedish Foreign Minister Anna Lindh in Gaza.
Lindh and Patten are scheduled to meet with Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and
his new government, including Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, in Israel on Tuesday.
“We are committed to do whatever we can to promote continued peace talks,” Lindh
said. “We will also discuss with Sharon tomorrow the possibility to continue peace talks
and to stop this situation.”

U.S. Navy Plane Kills Friendly Forces in
Bombing Exercise
KUWAIT - A U.S. Navy F/A-18 warplane dropped a 500-pound bomb on a group of
military observers and killed five U.S. soldiers and a New Zealander during an exercise
in the Kuwaiti desert near Iraq’s border, officials said.
It was the latest accident to embarrass the U.S. military, coming only one month after
a U.S. Navy submarine sank a Japanese fishing boat, killing nine civilians aboard the
vessel.
The United States Embassy in Kuwait told reporters early Tuesday that the plane
“dropped an explosive ordnance on or near an observation post at the Udairi Range” just
south of the border with Iraq, Kuwait’s former occupier.
The statement claimed five U.S. military personnel and a New Zealander were killed
and five Americans were wounded in Monday’s accident, including two who had now
been released from hospital.

Serbian Cease-Fire Takes Effect
BUJANOVAC, Yugoslavia - A cease-fire between ethnic Albanian guerrillas and state
security forces took effect Tuesday in Serbia’s volatile Presevo Valley region bordering
Kosovo and Macedonia.
The area was quiet as the truce came into effect one minute after midnight. But offi¬
cials on all sides acknowledged there were plenty of challenges ahead in bringing lasting
peace to the area after more than a year of sporadic violence.
“A great amount of work lies before us. We have to calm down the region, we must
make the lives of all citizens in the region safe, give them freedom of movement and a
common life,” Serbian Deputy Prime Minister Nebojsa Covic said.
More than 30 people have been killed in or around part of the NATO ordained buffer
zone along the outside of Kosovo’s border which runs through the Presevo Valley.

Japanese Prime Minister Mori Announces
Resignation
TOKYO - On Saturday, Japanese Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori announced to his party
that he would resign his position in a month. Elected in April of 2000, Mori succeeded
Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi, who had suffered a stroke. Mori was harshly criticized by
many in Japan for his decision to continue playing a round of golf when he heard about
the deadly February9th sinking of a Japanese fishing vessel by an American submarine.
Mori has survived three no confidence votes.

Mad Cow Continues to Plague Britain
LONDON - British officials defended their efforts to contain an epidemic of mad cow
disease outbreaks lasting over three weeks on Monday against furious criticism from
Ireland, saying they faced a “long haul” battling the highly contagious livestock disease.
Agriculture Minister Nick Brown insisted that a nationwide ban on livestock move¬
ments had kept the virus under control, despite a relentless rise in the tally of affected
farms and abattoirs.
The total number of sites where the disease has been confirmed rose by 17 to 181 on
Monday and dozens of other locations were still being investigated for possible outbreaks.
“It’s clear there are going to be future cases. It’s clear we’re going to be in for the long
haul,” Brow said. “I suspect this is going to be a disease outbreak with a long tail.”

CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
OF MAINE, INC.

Health Benefits Extended in Maine
Starting July 1st of this year, all domestic partners of Maine state government employees,
regardless of their gender or sexual orientation, will be eligible to receive publicly funded
health-insurance benefits. The plan was finalized last week and announced on Thursday by a
spokeswoman for Governor Angus King. Religious organizations are organizing to protest and
lobby their legislators to overturn the decision.
Michael Heath, the Executive Director of the Christian Civic League of Maine said his orga¬
nization will be seeking a lawsuit to challenge the decision. According to the Maine Municipal
Association, about a dozen municipalities and the University of Maine system already provide
health benefits to domestic partners.
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A Romantic Interlude at Schaeffer
Theater major John Ambrosio directs “Isn’t It Romantic” as his senior honors thesis
By JENNIFER GIBLIN
Features Editor
John Ambrosino has already made a
name for himself in Bates theater. As an ac¬
tor, he’s starred in such plays as “Chapter
Two” and “The Day I Stood Still.” Duringthe
spring of 1998, he directed the hit musical
“Little Shop of Horrors.” This weekend,
Ambrosino, a senior theater major, will di¬
rect the main-stage production of Wendy
Wasserstein’s “Isn’t It Romantic” as part of
his honors thesis. The play opens Thursday,
March 15 at 8 p.m. in Schaeffer Theater.
Ambrosino is the first student to direct a
main-stage production, a task usually as¬
sumed by a faculty member. This summer,
Professor Martin Andrucki, Ambrosino’s fac¬
ulty advisor, asked him to direct
Wasserstein’s comedy. “It’s a complete
honor,” said Ambrosino. “I’m grateful that
[the theater department] gave a student the
opportunity to work at this level.”
Ambrosino is supported in his work by a
cast of eight student actors. Marieke Slovin
‘03 as Janie Blumberg co-stars with Julie
Hammond ‘03 who plays Harriet Cornwall.
Alison Impey is the scene designer while
Erika Lilienthal designed the costumes for

her senior thesis project.
Wasserstein’s comedy examines the clash
of feminism and traditional ideals as two
women — who just finished grad school —
negotiate their new careers in 1984 New York
City. Ambrosino believes the play raises is¬
sues that many Bates women can relate to.
“They’re white middle-class women with a
liberal arts education. They feel like they’re
wasting that education if they choose moth¬
erhood.”
Ambrosino loves that the play is a mod¬
ern comedy written by a female playwright.
“There’s been a meager selection of plays
done by women in the past few years,” he
explained. This play continues in the tradi¬
tion of “Vital Signs” and “The Vagina Mono¬
logues” in its tackling of feminist issues.
Ambrosino nonetheless believes the play will
appeal to men as well as women. “Males
should have some connection if they have
women in their lives,” he said. There’s also
humor rooted in 80s culture and three dance
sequences Ambrosino added to enhance the
text’s musical theater references.
The play will be performed March 15-17
at 8 p.m. and March 18 at 2 p.m. The cast of
the play will travel to Budapest, Hungary
during short term for six performances at the

The cast of Wendy Wasserstein’s “Isn’t It Romantic” practices for their upcoming pro¬
duction in Schaeffer Theater.
Erin MullinJThe Bates Student
International Buda Stage. The students,
working with Professor Andrucki, who will
recreate Ambrosino’s directing, will partici¬
pate in the International Drama Festival

while they are in Hungary. Ambrosino will
remain at Bates where he will assistant di¬
rect and act in the upcoming production
“Prometheus Bound.”

Music News From
This week’s featured blues CD is
from a Los Angeles-based guitarist,
newcomer Kimberly Allison. “Old,
New, Borrowed and Blues” consists of
five instrumental and five vocal num¬
bers, mostly originals by either
Allison or her songwriting partner
Charles Thomas, and has a full but
uncluttered sound, with keys, horns

CD Review
and/or harp supplementing Allison’s
guitar work. Allison offers up tasty
leads that are either clean and pre¬
cise, or gritty and fat, as the occasion
demands. She concentrates all her
For a chance to win an autographed copy of Allison's CD,
energies on her playing, and leaves tune in this week, March 15 at 4 p.m. to Captain Boogaloo’s
the vocal chores to one or another of Blues Extravaganza. Sometime during the second hour of
the show, host Michael Dixou will ask the following trivia
her friends.
question (answer available at Allison’s website,
The album includes a couple of www.kimberlyallison.com): What is Kimberly Allison's
down-and-dirty blues, one associated place of birth? First caller with the correct answer will
with Z.Z. Hill called “Open House At win the CD.
My House,” featuring vocals by. Vaughan-style blues; and the fusion-y
Mr.Blues, and an original, “No “Turn Up The A.C.” with its bigold funky
Woman. No Dog, No Best Friend baritone sax, courtesy of Jennifer Hall.
Blues,” with Morris Beeks (and The covers of songs by Junior Parker
Baxter The Wonder Hound) on vox. (“Next Time You See Me’?) and Jimmy
Beeks also contributes vocals to the McCracklin (“Just Got To Know”) are
horn-driven double-entendre swinger also outstanding.
“I Want To Park My Hot Rod.” Other
noteworthy cuts include a trio of This review, written by Michael Dixon,
instrumentals: the off-kilter “Four WRBC director of blues music, appeared
Down Jump,” which is spiced by previously in slightly different form in
James Murphy’s harp; “I 35 South,” "Blues Bits, ” the biweekly newsletter of the
which takes you straight to the heart internet blues station, BluesBoyMusic.
of Texas for some Stevie Ray

Radio Host/Show: Ezra Horne, “Whimsical Nonsense” 5:00-8:00 a.m. Saturdays
Ezra Recommends: “The Random Noise Experience: the soundtrack to the movie in
your mind,” Bruce Gauy, and Mr. Nothing 12:00-2:00 a.m. Sundays
Favorite CD: “Ani Difranco and Utah Phillips: The Past Didn’t Go Anywhere”
Personal Statement: “WRBC has been a goal of mine. I’m fascinated with communica¬
tions, entertainment, and the arts and after getting involved with community access TV,
GFTV, theater, art, singing, etc., I realized that getting a show on WRBC would be tough,
wanted. After about two
but it was something I
phone calls, I finally got
months and 20 to 30
done and got a show time
my apprenticeship
day mornings,
of 5:00-8:00 a.m. Saturdrive, me and my coNot being able to
and Tanner Meservier)
hosts (Jake Ference
ting to the show, but we
have had trouble getalways make it. I am only 14, undoubtedly casting me into the role of WRBC’s youngest
DJ. It’s pretty weird being a freshman in high school coming to meetings where just
about everyone else is in college. Anyway, because of WRBC’s format (or lack thereof!)
I don’t have to worry about pleasing some company and playing ads every few minutes.
I think it’s a joke when commercial stations say ‘45 minutes of music’ when we have
infinite hours of uninterrupted music! Like the ‘Roving Reporter’ promo says: ‘I mean it
man, WRBC @#$°/oing rocks!”’

Other News...
OTHER BLUES CDS IN THE;WRBC NEW MUSIC RACK
Bell, Lester, Pryor, Neal - “Superharps II (Telarc)
Jimmy Smith - “dot com blueS” (Blue Thumb)
i-

-

GUY DAVIS COMES TO WRBC
Noted NYC bluesman and Rdd House Records artist Guy Davis will perform a
solo acoustic show in Lewiston on Thursday March 15 at the Ramada Inn at 8
p.m. Davis will join Michael Dixon in the WRBC studio at 4 p.m. Tune in to hear
selections from Davis’s four CD releases. Davis also will perform a couple of
songs live on the show.
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Graham: The All-Around Man
By KIRSTEN NEWMAN

Assistant Features Editor
If Graham Veysey is not a name you know
by now, you will surely know it by the end of
your Bates career. This first year from
Shaker Heights, Ohio is a rising star. He just
r e turned
from
a n
Ur¬
ban

active in the community around him, is a
charismatic, sociable, and dynamic charac¬
ter. But beware: he likes to place library
books in people’s bags and watch as the
beeper goes off when they leave the build¬
ing. Even as I spoke with him, his attention
was at times diverted by the commotion of
the li¬
brary
beeps.
I wish
1 could
have
talked
to him
a 1 1
night, but as duty calls, he was on his way to
another one of.his many involvements.

SEVEN QUESTIONS

I m -

mersion trip to Boston, where he spent his Feb¬
ruary break involving himself in community
service around the city. He is a member of
the RA, serving as the representative of the
class of 2004 and as a member of the new
Presidential Search Committee. He has
passed two successful legislations for the
RA: one was a reformation of the voting pro¬
cess for the vice president and president of
the RA; the second was a resolution passed
to add one more student to the Presidential
Search Committee, making two students to¬
tal. He will soon start the ball rolling to
change the physical education requirements
so that a broader range of activities can be
completed for credit such as service learn¬
ing and more general activities.
Also among his repertoire of extracur¬
ricular activities: Graham is a member of the
Environmental Coalition, and the director of
trail maintenance for the Bates Outing Club.
He can be seen in the upcoming play with
the Robinson Players, “Picasso at the Lapin
Agile.” As if all of this did not take up his
life, in his spare time Graham also skis,
sculpts, runs (he is running his second mara¬
thon this April break), and he just helped
the Jewish Cultural Community make 300
cookies for their recent holiday, Purim.
1 feel so lucky that 1 met someone like
Graham who, besides being so involved and

What came first, the chicken or the egg?
The egg came first. Without the chicken,
there would be no egg. And if you cut it open,
it looks like a cell with the yolk as a nucleus
and the white part is everything else.
If you were reincarnated as an animal,
what would you be?
A bug on the wall. Sometimes you are left
unnoticed, and other times you can just fly
away.
What would you do on your “perfect” day?
Go to the beach with a good book.
If your dorm were going up in smoke,
what would be the first thing you would
grab out of your room?
My computer. It has a lot of my papers that I
have written and I like to write. There is a
lot of important information on my computer.
Do you have a saying that you live by?
“A good Graham is a busy Graham.”
— Graham
“If a plant cannot live according to its na-

Graham Veysey ‘04

Erin Mullin/
The Bates student

ture, it dies, and so too man.” — Thoreau
If you could have dinner with anyone, who
would that be and what would you talk
abodt?
I would have dinner with God. And we would
talk about life.
If you could go back in time, what era
would you choose to live in?
The time before any American settlement
came in. Into the wilderness with no bound¬
aries, no roads, just forest. 1 would just romp
around, build tree forts, and go swimming.
What’s your favorite meal at Commons?
Those veggies patties with monterey jack
cheese and salsa and cilantro.
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Boston Rappers
to Appear on
Bates Stage
On Saturday, March 17th Chase
Lounge will host Boston hip-hop inno¬
vators 7L & Esoteric. The duo was
formed in 1992 after Esoteric’s college
radio show brought a number of calls
from 7L about their mutual interest in
the “golden age of hip-hop” (1986-89),
and a bond was formed. After touring
Europe twice in two years, the duo is
back in the States and have been play¬
ing shows with the likes of Busta
Rhymes, Das Efx, Redman, and Rakim
all over the East Coast. Their live
shows have left lasting impressions on
crowds, with freestyle master Esoteric
rhyming off the top of his head and DJ
7L showing his turntable prowess.
Accompanying 7L & Esoteric will be
Mr. Lif, who is coming off of his “Who
the Hell are These Guys Tour.” This
will be the second trip to Bates for Lif,
who brought his. microphone mastery
to the Silo with fellow Boston rapper
Akrobatic earlier this year. Rounding
out the show will be Bates’ own Lyrikal,
a.k.a. Ed Walker, who has kept heads
nodding with his smooth rhymes at
shows and parties throughout the year.
This event was made possible
through a collaboration of campus or¬
ganizations who have sought to expand
the realm of entertainment at Bates and
to provide viable alternatives to week¬
end binge drinking. The Representa¬
tive Assembly WRBC, Athletes for
Healthy Choices, the Mirror, and the
Student Activities Office all came to¬
gether to make this hip-hop extrava¬
ganza possible.

“In a duel, there is only
one instant winner,
at questiapromo.com
there are thousands!’
For a chance to instantly win a
Dell® Laptop, Handspring Visors
messenger bags and more, go
to questiapromo.com!
1,"4

QuestiaSM is the new online
service designed to help
students write better papers,
faster and easier.

q u e s tOa
su

Better Papers. Faster
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Village Club Series: Rocksteady
Concert Celebrates Jamaican Grooves
On this Saturday, March 17th,
Rocksteady Festival 2001 will invade the
Benjamin Mays
Center. Three
Rocksteady/Reggae bands will be show¬
cased in a concert presented by the Vil¬
lage Club Series. As always, the concert
will be FREE and will include refresh¬
ments.
The headliner for the evening is
Venice Shoreline Chris Murray, a long¬
time purveyor of traditional Jamaican
music. What separates this artist from
other bands is the fact that he is a criti¬
cally-acclaimed “one-man show.” It will
merely be Chris, his guitar, and his beau¬
tiful voice on stage. The story behind this
oddity in the music world began when
Chris relocated to Los Angeles after the
breakup of his Canadian ska band, “King
Apparatus.” He soon emerged as a solo
artist with the folky debut, “The 4-Track
Adventures Of Venice Shoreline Chris,” on
the indieMoonSKA label. Featuring Chris’
talents on an impressive array of instru¬
ments, this charmingly lo-fi collection of
home recordings won high praise for its
raw sincerity, haunting melodies, and the
uncanny integrity of its vintage produc¬
tion. In addition to performing through¬
out the U.S., Canada, and Europe, Murray
has made time for an assortment of side
projects and collaborations like co-writ¬
ing the lead track “I Can’t Wait” with Los
Angeles-favorites “Hepcat” for their Epi¬
taph release, “Right On Time”, and re¬
cording with the legendary rhythm sec¬
tion of Lloyd Knibb and Lloyd Brevette,
original members of The Skatalites and
biological parents of the Jamaican beat.
The second band is “The Speakeas¬
ies,” a 7-piece reggae/rocksteady band
from Connecticut. The Speakeasies
formed in late December 1999, with the

goal to bring the rocksteady sound back
to the state of Connecticut. After several
line-up changes, The Speakeasies have
developed into a core of experienced and
talented musicians who are more than
ready for public consumption (members
have previously played in-CT ska acts,
such as The Tilerenters, Johnny Too Bad
and The Strikeouts, The Incognitos,
andseveral others). Although a young
and relatively new band, The Speakeas¬
ies have quickly made a name for them¬
selves and have earned a solid fan fol¬
lowing. The band has also opened for
some of the best ska acts on the U.S.
scene, including The Slackers and The
Checkered Cabs.
The third band is “The Tile Rent¬
ers,” a 6-piece group of musicians who
came together in the summer of ’97 with
an idea to bring back the roots of ska to
the CT scene while adding their own
twist to make it interesting. They play
traditional ska, reggae, and rocksteady
with definite classic rock influences.
Over the past few years, The Tile Rent¬
ers have graced the stage at several lo¬
cal and national clubs with their amaz¬
ing performances. Playing landmark
clubs such as: Coney Island High (of NYC
fame), The Tune Inn (New Haven, CT),
and The Webster Theatre (Hartford, CT),
they have opened for such headlining
acts as The Slackers, The Pilfers, Lets
Go Bowling, Unsteady, The Radiation
Kings, Edna’s Goldfish, Step Lively, Big
‘D and The Kids Table, and The Stubborn
All-Stars. This concert is totally free, so
come check out some of thebrightest
bands on the reggae/rocksteady scene.
It all happens this Saturday, March 17th
at 9:00pm in the Silo.

Band to Get Their
‘Groove’ On at Bates
Addison Groove Project headlines funk/ jazz concert
set. According to guitarist Brendan McGinn,
the band relies heavily on jazz improv and
Features Editor
applies it to grooves rooted in funk and hip
hop. "All in all, the music’s purpose is to make
“With their funky, danceable music”, said you move”, he said. “Bass, beats, and an im¬
Tom Nagle, Addison Groove Project is “blow¬ provisatory spirit.”
ing up on the Boston music scene.” Nagle,
Though the six members are all full-time
together with Dan Lindner, booked the col¬ college students in the Northeast (they at¬
lege-aged band to
tend University of
play next Friday
Southern Maine,
night in Skelton
Skidmore, Brown,
"Our music will make you shake Boston University,
Lounge.
Nagle
knows the band is
something and whatever that and the Hartt School
talented — he has
of Music), Addison
known most of the
happens to be is your business Groove Project still
members since their
maintains a full
and not ours." schedule of touring.
days in middle
school jazz band
In the past two
back in Wellesley,
years, they have
- Brendan McGinn, traveled as far as
Mass. —
and
wanted to share the
Washington D.C.,
AGP Guitarist Pennsylvania, and
up-and-coming
group with Bates
upstate New York.
music fans.
They have also re¬
The band started off like most high school leased two CDs; their latest, “Wicked Live”
bands, with members getting together for is a live album recorded at Skidmore College
some basement jams. From the basement, last fall.
they moved to a more public arena: the high
Addison Groove project will perform in
school cafeteria. In 1997, after writing some Skelton Lounge on Friday night from 10 p.m
original music, they entered and won the to 2 a.m. Doors open at 7:30 for opening band
High School Battle of the Bands competition Mago Quickly. If your looking to kick off St.
sponsored by WBCN, a Boston radio station. Patty’s Day weekend with some funky
At the competition, they also met and picked grooves, stop by Chase Hall and catch this
up their final member, Rob Marscher, who band. Warns McGinn, “Our music will make
you shake something and whatever that hap¬
was playing with a competing band.
While they primarily play original music, pens to be is your business and not ours.”
the band also includes a few covers in each
By JENNIFER GIBLIN

Giving a lecture? Organizing a concert? If you want to publicize
an event in the calendar listings, e-mail jgiblin with relevant info.

LECTURES
Wednesday, March 14
7:30 p.m.
“Neocolonialism, the Western Media and Africa”: A
discussion of US media bias by Massachusetts pho¬
tographer, Keith Snowe. Sponsored by New World
Coalition. Chase Lounge.
Friday, March 16
4:15 p.m.
TGIF Lecture: “The Road to Maragalpa: Nicaragua
in 1999” by Brad Wilson ‘01. Muskie Archives.
Monday, March 19
4:30 p.m.
“Spiritual Liberation: A Sufi View” presented by
Qamae-ul Huda, assistant professor of Islamic Stud¬
ies and Comparative Theology, Boston College.
Skelton Lounge.
Monday, March 19
7:00 p.m.
Bates Seminar Series in Entrepreneurship: A.J.
Clegg, chairman and CEO of Noble Learning Com¬
munities, will lecture on “Educational Ventures: The
Charter School.” Muskie Archives.

Thursday, March 15
7:00 p.m.
Spellman College Choir will perform under direction of con¬
ductor Kevin Johnson, with accompanist Andrea Aiken. Co¬
sponsored by the Music Department and the Multicultural
Center. College Chapel.
Saturday, March 17
7:00 p.m.
SRISHTI: a synthesis of Indian dance, music, and poetry,
presented by Jothi Ragharan and her classical Indian dance
ensemble. Sponsored by the Multicultural Center, the Inter¬
national Club, and the Bates Hindu Awareness Group. Olin
Arts Center Concert Hall.

THEATER
Thursday, March 15
8:00 p.m.
Friday, March 16
8:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 17
8:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 18
2:00 p.m.
“Isn’t It Romantic?”: a play by Wendy Wasserstein, di¬
rected by John Ambrosino ‘01. Schaeffer Theater.
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Question on the Quad
What would you do to get the number one piek
in the housing lottery?

“Attend a women’s rights

“Convert to Christianity”

forum.”

“I would literally kiss

“Hang out with Kieth

Erin Foster’s ass!”

Tannenbaum on a
Saturday night.”

Geoffrey Esenberg #2327

Ari Goldman #2264

Amy Hempstead #4432

Question by Sven Rees - Reported by Asad-Butt - Photographed by Asad Butt

Sean Atkins # 2436
Matt LaPointe #2137
Steve Barry #2433
Nick Maclnnis # 2278

CALL US!

783-2200

62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN
HOURS:

MON-THURS: 4:30p.m. 1 :OOa.m.
FRI-SAT:
11:00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
Sunday:
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.

INTRODUCING

ClNNASTlX
MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

$5

98

•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

ONLY

MONDAY,
TUESDAY OR
WEDNESDAY

$9

LARGE
1-TOPPING PIZZA

WITH SWEET ICING

98

2 LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS

$2.99

$11

98

2 LARGE
1-TOPPING
PIZZAS

•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

Expires: 5/31/01
Valid at participating stores only.

Not valid with any other special or

Not valid with any other special or

Not valid with any other special or

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

coupon. Customer

pays all sales tax.

598

pays all sales tax.

998

pays all sales tax.

1198

BATES SPECIAL

$6

99

LARGE
1-TOPPING
PIZZA
•DEEP DISH & TOPPINGS EXTRA
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Sports
Bates Throws
Up An Airball
By MIKE LOPEZ

Staff Writer
In the words of the immortal intramural bas¬
ketball hero John Clare, “it is easier to drink a
six pack than to play basketball at Bates.” Is the
man right?
Well let’s consider Clare’s past experiences
at Bates. He plays twice a week, at most, for his
intramural team, hardly enough to satisfy his
healthy basketball appetite. One would figure
Bates would provide enthusiasts such as John
the chance to play in the Cage or Alumni Gym
during weekdays and on the weekends. This
seems reasonable enough, as varsity and club
teams rarely practice at night during normal
weather.
Yet past experiences trying to enter the Cage,
even on a calm Sunday afternoon, have proven
exceedingly difficult. One weekend, John and his
posse walked over to Alumni, only to find it locked
and deserted. A quick call to the usually reliable
Security Office was as difficult as getting Com¬
mons to serve Gatorade and Macaroni and
Cheese. The first reason for the lock up was, no
joke, that there “was a girls basketball game go¬
ing on.” The girls, much to John’s dismay had
bowed out of the ECAC tournament a week ear¬
lier, so a girl’s basketball game could not exist.
Furthermore, why would the doors ever be locked
if there were a game going on?
Security’s second excuse was that “the floors
were being cleaned.” The common Bobcat,
blessed with such high education, would conclude
that if the floor of the Cage or Alumni were being
worked on, there would be cleaners inside, lights
on, and work being done. Yet the gym was as
barren as Ames during a “one day sale.”
Fbrtunately, if enthusiasts like John play their
cards right, they eventually will make it inside
the Cage and Alumni. Unfortunatley, the prob¬
lems do not end there.
One immediate problem is figuring out where
to play At best, Alumni and the Cage provide only
two full-length courts. And often, the hoops in the
Cage are shoved out of reach in the corner. As a
result, playing basketball in the winter, when it’s
most popular, is often impossible when Coach
Murphy and Coach Reilly take Alumni.
Secondly, where are the balls?
A direct quote from the Bates web site states,
“Over the summer of 2000, construction began
on a $4 million project that encompasses three
new venues.” They even equipped the tennis
courts with lights and room for 500 spectators.
So, Bates can find $4 million to build a turf field,
tennis courts, and an outdoor track facility but
does not have $50 to save the Bates population
from using their own flat balls?
Perhaps I am just caught up in the hysteria of
the Bates basketball program boasting five 1,000
point scorers and one league MVP Or, perhaps
the advent of March Madness has me yearning
to be the next Bryce Drew, but shouldn’t playing
a game of hoops be simpler? Would it not be too
hard to have a rack of balls and a separate court
for some casual basketball, whether it be at 4:00
on a whiter afternoon or 9:30 on a Sunday night?
As for this spring, basketball in the afternoon
looks bleak again because Mother Nature is pour¬
ing down the snow so baseball will fill up the Cage
and Alumni.
Moreover, when the snow dries, it is not as if
Bates has any outdoor facilities to use for a game
of basketball. The only ones it actually does have,
unfortunately are on a tennis court. So, while the
people in power sit and debate various alcohol
policies, nothing gets enforced and seemingly
nothing accomplished. Halls reek of beer in the
dormitories. Students have nowhere to play bas¬
ketball. John is right, it is easier for one to drink
than to work on his or her jumper at the gym.
So, this weekend, it looks like there will be
another couple parties to go to, another six pack
to drink, some more beer to spill and not clean
up. Heck, its not like there is any basketball to
play

ors last season, and sophomore Jeff
Critchlow, who was considered one of the top
rookie midfielders last year.
The frontline for the men will also return
two key members from last year’s team. Jun¬
iors Jack Sandler and Dave Frederick were
among the league’s scoring leaders much of
last season. Frederick also posted great num¬
bers in the assist category, and finished in
the top 20 in the NCAA for assists per game.
The team’s success this year will ulti¬
mately hinge on the players, but it will also
be due in large part to first-year coach, Pe¬
ter Lasagna. Sells is sure that Lasagna is the
right man for the job, “You can just tell how
much the guys respect him, his attitude, his

dedication, and obviously his unbelievable
knowledge, and understanding of the game.
I feel I speak for the lacrosse team as a whole
as well as Bates and the athletic department
when I say we are very fortunate to have him
here at Bates.”
The men have already dropped their first
game of the year to Whittier College on their
trip to California over February Break, but
their second game will come against
Wentworth College at home on March 17.
That game is a makeup. The original con¬
test had been scheduled for last weekend, but
it was cancelled.
The team is very optimistic about its
chances at success. Frederick is confident
the season will be one of great accomplish¬
ments, “We are going to expect to win every
game that we play this year. If everyone plays
to their capabilities that is very possible.”

Ferrari

Anthony

Men’s Lax
continued from page 20

continued from page 20

continued from page 20

Jill Kopicki is right there with her.”
Ferrari lowered her 200 breastroke school
record to 2:28.58. She is aiming to return to
nationals to break all three of her school
breastroke records at the conclusion of next
year’s swim season.
Ferrari commented, “My goal is to qualify
for nationals next year and swim fast enough
to make it back for finals. I know I have to
keep working hard and put a lot of time and
effort into it, but I believe if I train as hard as
I did this year, I can make it back.”
Despite her individual accomplishments,
the school’s all-time record holder in the 50,
100 and 200 yard breastroke still thought that
the season’s highlight was the win over Tufts
and the great performance by the women at
NESCAC’s.
“The most enjoyable part of the season
for me was being part of a team that grew so
close to each other. It makes it fun to go to
practice and work hard when you are doing
it with people you love to be around,” said
Ferrari.

by seven seconds. But more importantly,
she had met an NCAA Qualifying Mark, en¬
suring her trip to the National Champion¬
ships.
“Her time was a personal record by al¬
most thirty seconds,” said Coach Court.
“Her pace through 3,000m was a personal
record of 10:22, and she still had a mile to
go. Her time was so exceptional that it
ranked her fourth in the country and was
an automatic Qualifying Mark for the
NCAA Championship.”
“Abby has trained harder than any
women runner Bates has ever had, logging
more miles and training at a faster pace.
The outdoor track season is coming up
soon. Abby was an All-American at the
10,000 Meter Run last year and is the
school record holder in that event.”
“This spring, I’d like to win the 10k at
nationals,” added Anthony. “As for next
year and the year after, I’d like to try to
get as many All-American (finishes) as
possible.”

Final Intramural Hockey Standings
B League

A League
Team
W L T
Top Gun
9 1 0
Titans
6 4 0
The Corporation 5 3 0
Shockers II
3 5' 0
Thunder Bay Bombers
2 5 0
Saracens
0 8 0

GF
59
69
32
34

GA
20
48
23
37

22
16

34
74

PTS
18
12
10
6
4
0

Playoffs (First Round-Last night)
The Cororation vs. Saracens
The Shockers vs. Thunder Bay Bombers
Top Gun vs. The Titans
The Intramural Hockey “A” and “B” League
Playoffs will continue later this week.

Classifieds
Fraternities - Sororities Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Team
W L T GF GA
The Hammock District
10 0 0 65 27
It Takes a Village
5 4 0 52
31
The Milliken Mullets
4 6 0 34
28
Muskegon Fighting Mudcats
3 5 0
2&
35
G-Funk and the Hockey All Stars
1 6
0
13 33
The Red Army 1 7 0
15' 40

PTS
20
10
8
6
2
2

Playoffs (First Round-This Evening)
Muskegon vs. G-Funk
Hammock District vs. It Takes A Village

$ 10/hr Guaranteed
Work on campus F/T or P/T
for as little as 5-10 hrs/wk or
as many as 40 hrs/wk Be your
own boss. Create your own
schedule. Limited positions.
Call 1-800-808-7442
ext. 80
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $300 round trip plus
tax. Europe $179 one way
plus tax. Other world wide
destinations cheap. Book
tickets on line www.
airtech.com or (212) 219-7000

Once A Hoosier,
Still A Hoodlum
By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
With last week’s firing of Texas Tech bas¬
ketball coach James Dickey, rumors have
been circulating throughout college hoops
land that the Red Raiders may potentially
hire former Indiana Hoosier coach Bob
Knight. In the words of Dickey V., “Are
yoouuuuu serious?”
Considering that the Red Raiders finished
:M9 this season, their worst finish in 10 years
and their fourth consecutive losing season,
hiring Bob Knight seems entirely rational.
Here’s the logic: people like basketball, but
people like winners. Texas Tech has basket¬
ball but can’t win. Regardless of winning,
everyone likes the circus, and Bob Knight is
the biggest clown you’ll ever meet. And so it
follows: Texas Tech will play basketball (and
lose) while a clown entertains the crowd.
Two words: ticket sales.
Don’t expect Knight to change his philoso¬
phy He’ll still throw chairs, rip out his hair,
scream bloody murder, whine to officials, and
bring his chokehold to practice, but some¬
day he’ll be the most successful coach in col¬
legiate basketball, so I guess we should tol¬
erate him, right? But I have trouble coming
to terms with all of this. I stay awake at night,
ponder, and ask myself, “If he’s going to
coach again, why Texas Tech? Why not
Bates?”
What would it be like if Bob Knight, “The
General,” coached at Bates? Fh-st, we’d have
to kick either Murphy or Reilly to the curb,
but which one? Personally, I’d give Reilly the
boot," but it has nothing to do with him. I’d
iust love to see Knight go at it with the Colby
Men’s Basketball Coach; they’re both of simi¬
lar stature and flip out like four-year-olds. 1
think it’d be great to see two white-haired
old folk going at it on the floor of Alumni. We
could put up signs around campus:
THOUGHT. THE FOOTBALL FIGHT WAS
FUN? COME SEE THE HAPPY CLOWN
TAKE ON THE HEAD MULE,
Knight and Bates could get along. He was
once a Hoosier and Alumni Gymnasium, so
I’ve been told, was in the movie Hoosiers. Bui
everything wouldn’t be a bed of roses. Since
the chairs in Alumni are all chained together,
we would get to see Knight wipe out the whole
team in one psychotic tirade. I can hear the
ESPN announcer now, “Here we go again
folks, there goes the chair, and wait, yes,
there goes O’Neil, Moulis, Hart, Garcia, and
the rest of the Bobcat squad. I can’t wait for
the game to start, this is so much fun—time
to bring in the IM heroes.”
Security had a problem with my mini¬
bullhorn this year at basketball games, but
what would they do under the Knight regime?
ff there was ever a guy who promoted pure
hostility and featured pure idiocy, it was
Knight. Imagine the crowds: drink, drink,
what a dunk; drink, drink, man we’re drunk.
His recruiting slogan for Bates could be,
“Beat up the CBB: Great day to be Bobby
Knight.”
1 wonder if administration would ever give
Knight carte blanche. 1 don’t think he could
choke LaFlamme, too tall. He’d probably
chase Ramon, but he’s too fast. Billy Hart
never misses so he’s in the clear, and Walker
and Neely could hold their own and protect
the others. I guess Knight’s only chance will
be to go after the loud mouth wearing Rae
Carruth Colorado State Jersey in the
stands—word has it he’s got a bum knee and
can’t run away. It would be great to see
Knight here at Bates, but where ever he goes,
[ hope he brings his game face._

__ _
«

Athletes for Healthy Choices is sponsoring
a Campus Feud Contest on Wednesday,
March 21st at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Gym.
Teams consist of four members. Sign-up at
the IM Board in Underhill Arena.
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Let The Madness
Begin: Bates
Experts Tackle
The Tourney
By MATT GAGNE
and MIKE LOPEZ
Staff Writers
It’s the most wonderful time of the year, and
no, it’s not Christmas. It’s not even an 80’s
dance party.
It is March Madness, a time where your
average no name white guy can drain a three
pointer and ruin his opponents’ dreams. That
reminds me of Billy Hart. It’s a time where no
name Gonzaga point guards and the Butlers
of the tournament are just as good as Duke’s
Jason Williams-kind of like Billy Hart. Lastly,
but most importantly, it is the time of the year
where every diehard fan skips school, forgoes
the weight room, and abandons yoga class to
either work on his jumper or watch the game.
Yeah, definitely like Billy Hart.
Two diehard fans, Mr. Lopez and Mr.
Gagne, will not be caught dead at the St. Patty’s
dance this weekend. Instead, we’ll be listen¬
ing to Dickey V on CBS and watching the game
like its our job. So without further ado, here
are our expert picks!
Mike Lopez
Where were you when Bryce Drew drained
his three pointer against Ole Miss two years
ago? Personally I was in history class, on top
of the table, sporting my Valparaiso tank top,
looking at my brackets with a smile, noticing I
had picked them in my pool. It was then I knew
I was destined to know anything and every¬
thing about March Madness. No need to trust
my “expert partner,” Matthew. He is from a
small town in New
Hampshire where they play on cornfields and
are stuck using peach baskets as hoops.
East: Duke, a perennial number one seed,
faces a tough road to the Final Four in Minne¬
apolis. Look for the Eagles of Boston College,
underestimated all year by sports writers, to
upset both Kentucky and Duke. Upset special:
Oklahoma State over USC, and maybe even
Missouri over Duke. The Cowboys, a sentimen¬
tal favorite after the devastating plane crash,
deserve every win they earn.
West: Here Stanford is the number one
seed, and look for the Cardinal to breeze into
the Elite Eight. Sharpshooter Casey Jacobson
reminds me of the Bobcat’s Ed Walker, only
not as jacked, but in his ability to hit the clutch
shot. Third seeded Maryland will likely meet
them there, but Jacobson will drain a three
from the corner pike Walker always does] to
give Stanford the Final Four berth.
South: A bunch of teams in this bracket
stand a chance to make it to Minneapolis.
Michigan State, the number one seed, will be
severely challenged in its second game against
h igh - flying Fresno State. Look for Temple,
Florida, and maybe even tenth-seeded Provi¬
dence to make runs in the bottom half of the
bracket against struggling UNC. Look for Billy
Donovon, head coach of Florida, to take his
team to the Final Four for a second year in a
row; only if he spends enough time coaching
instead of fixing his gelled hair.
Midwest: Look out for Arizona, who
seemed to come together at the end of the year.
Loren Woods shot blocking ability will cariy
them to Minneapolis, despite the efforts of,
among others, Butler, Kansas, and Illinois.
Woods fits the mold of the Bobcat’s Brett
LaFlemme; he blocks shots, intimidates oppo¬
nents, and wears shoes that are absolutely
huge, not to mention ugly as hell.
Final Four: ‘Zona will handle Florida as
gigantic Gator center Udonis Haslem will miss
the team bus after eating at McDonalds.
Stanford will cruise by BC, as A1 Skinner re¬
alizes his team never really was any good. In
the final game, look for Arizona to come up
victorious, as Jacobson, like Walker, pursues
a career in the rap industry, leaving his team
without its star.
Matt Gagne

Continued on page 18
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Tourney History Rich With Magic
By BILLY HART
Staff Writer
The games have become my crutch,
breaking up the endless monotony of NBA
and NHL regular season yawnfests. The
month of March, from the commencement of
championship week to the national title game
has become college basketball’s show, cap¬
turing the attention of even the most casual
sports fan. For four glorious weeks,
hoopsters everywhere are tantalized with
images of pure emotion and intensity that
make you wish that playoff basketball would
never end. However, the NCAA basketball
tournament has not always been the
megastar of athletic contests. In fact, it was
born of humble beginnings.
In 1939, the National Association of Bas¬
ketball Coaches, sanctioned by the govern¬
ing body of the NCAA, established the na¬
tional tournament. A year later the NCAA of¬
ficially seized control of the operation, but
at this point, the National Invitational Tour¬
nament (NIT) was still the creme de la creme
of postseason play. The inaugural national
tournament was comprised of champions
from eight districts. Four teams played in the
west division, four in the east, with the two
winners squaring off to decide the crown. In
1951, the tournament expanded to a 16-team
format, with 10 conference champs and 6 atlarge teams, thus spawning the birth of the
proverbial “bubble team”. The size of the
tournament continued to grow with a 32team bracket being introduced in 1975, a 48team bracket coming into play in 1980 and a
64- team setup being installed in 1988. The
2001 season has witnessed the creation of a
65- team tournament. The two lowest seeded
teams will duke it out for the right to become
a sacrificial lamb for a number one seed
when the 64 team tourney begins in earnest.
While the structure of the tournament has
endured quite a transition, this pales in comparison of the meteoric rise of the
tournament’s popularity. The NCAA champi¬
onship game premiered, out of prime time,
on NBC in 1954. However, it was not until
1969, when Lew Alcindor and John Wooden
led UCLA to their third straight banner, that
the game received a significant television au¬
dience. The network primetime debut of the
championship came in 1973, with the UCLA
dynasty continuing its mastery of all oppo¬
nents. The Bruins defeated an undermanned
Memphis squad. The game secured a 20.5
share of the television market, a number that
still ranks it as one of the most watched col¬
lege games of all time. Magic Johnson and
Larry Bird ushered in the modern era of col¬
lege basketball with their improbable tilt in
thel979 Championship, the most watched fi¬
nal of them all. Yet, the true madness did not
commence until 1982 when CBS broke the
bank. At the time, the network dished out 18
million dollars for the rights to televise the
entire tournament, with an infant ESPN net¬
work carrying the games CBS avoided.
The rest? Well it's history, lore,
goosebumps, and tears. It is madness. March
has become a sacred month for me. The
magic I have witnessed compels me to watch
every game, because the storybook moments
in sports are not scheduled, they unfold in
the blink of the eye, with a flick of the wrist,
a miracle heave, a desperate dash, or a timely
tribute. These are the moments that you want
to bottle, so you can savor the feeling time
and again. Here are my most memorable
NCAA Tournament moments. (I encourage
you to send me some of your greatest memo¬
ries from “March Madness.” Your responses
will be printed in next week’s issue of The
Bates Student.)
10. MR. ROBINSON’S WORLD-Prior to
the start of the 1989 NCAA Tournament
Michigan Head Coach Bill Frieder announced
that he would walk away from Michigan at
the season’s conclusion to take over the helm
at Arizona St. Michigan athletic director Bo
Schembechler, feeling generous, gives
Frieder some extra vacation time, booting
him prior to the tournament and naming
Wolverine assistant Steve Fisher as interim
coach. In the tumultuous three weeks that
follow, Fisher guides the often underachiev¬
ing Wolverines to the NCAA title game, where
they face-off against the upstart Seton Hall

Pirates. Pirate’s standout John Morton
brings his “A” game, schooling Michigan for
17 of a game-high 35 points in the last eight
minutes of play. However, Michigan point
guard Rumeal Robinson overshadows his
achievements. With three seconds left in
overtime, the Cambridge native, a 65.5 per¬
cent free throw shooter, calmly knocks down
two free throws, giving Michigan the 80-79
victory.
9. FIRST TIME’S A CHARM-If you are
only going to attempt one three-point field
goal in an entire season, you better make it
count. That was James Forrest’s motto. Trail¬
ing USC 78-76, with 0.8 ticks left in their sec¬
ond round game, the stocky, rookie power
forward catches a Matt Geiger pass 25 feet
from the basket, turns, fires, and sends the
Yellow Jackets dancing into the Sweet Six¬
teen. What may be even more stirring than
Forrest’s improbable prayer were the shriek¬
ing hysterics of the legendary A1 Maguire,
whose game call is still used today in CBS’s
opening montage.
8. BALLERS WITH BRAINS-After cap¬
turing the 1996 Ivy League crown Pete Carril,
the maestro of the backdoor cut and founder
of Princeton basketball, announces that this
will be his final NCAA tournament. What fol¬
lowed was a scenario too farfetched for most
Hollywood studios. The undersized Tigers
deliver Carril an improbable parting gift,
shocking the defending national champs,
UCLA, 43-41 in the opening round of the tour¬
nament. The true brilliance of this accom¬
plishment resides in manner. The game was
won. With the score knotted 41-41, forward
Gabe Lewullis hits an uncontested lay-up
with 3.9 seconds remaining, courtesy of the
very backdoor cut that Carril preached. This
was the Tigers first tournament victory since
1965.
7. A SMART MOVE-Who would have
dared to suggest that the 1987 Championship
game would become the pinnacle of Bob
Knight’s tenure at Indiana University. A year
after John Feinstein’s tell all book, “A Sea¬
son on the Brink,” revealed the harsh reality
of Knight’s program the year the general
guided his troops on a memorable tourney
run. In the six games leading up to the cham¬
pionship, the Hoosiers have at least four
starters score in double figures each game.
However, it was Indiana’s fifth leading scorer,
junior college transfer Keith Smart, that
proved to be the most dangerous. The 6-1
shooting guard, ignored by colleges out of
high school, delivers one of the most master¬
ful championship perfomances of all time.
Smart accounts for 12 of Indiana’s final 15
points against Syracuse, and his final jump
shot etched his name permanently in the In¬
diana’ history books. Trailing 73-72, the Hoo¬
siers fail to deliver the ball to their All-Ameri¬
can Steve Alford. Instead, Smart receives the
pass, dribbles to the left baseline, and with
five seconds left posterizes his defender with
a game-winning jumper. “I wasn’t surprised
I got the ball,” he said. “I was surprised it
went in.”
6. A TOUCHING TRIBUTE-It was just
a free throw; there were no championship im¬
plications, or records at stake. However,
when Loyal Marymount guard Bo Kimble
toed the charity stripe during a 1990 firstround game against New Mexico State, a
worldwide legion of basketball fans collec¬
tively held their breath. Less than a month
earlier, the Lions do-everything superstar
Hank Gathers, the NCAA leader in both scor¬
ing and rebounding the year before, col¬
lapsed and died of heart failure during a
game. Kimble, announced that he would
shoot his first free throw left handed to honor
his friend, Gathers, who had attempted foul
shots left handed during the season. The ca¬
pacity crowd and millions of television view¬
ers were overcome by the emotion of the
moment, as Kimble swished the free throw
and was embraced by his teammates. “It was
really a moment of dedication,” said Lions’
coach Paul Westhead, “That is what we stand
for.” The run and gun Lions, no doubt fueled
by the memories of their fallen leader, make
a gutsy run in the tournament before bow¬
ing out to the eventual champs UNLV.
5. COAST TO COAST-Tyus Edhey may
have been the smallest player on the court,
but the ultra quick guard was the man UCLA
coach Jim Harrick wanted with the ball with

his team trailing Missouri 73-72, in the wan¬
ing moments of their 1995 second round
match up. In the timeout following the Julian
Winfield basket that put the Tigers ahead,
Harrick made his instructions quite clear,
“Tyus, take it the length of the floor. I want
you to shoot the ball.” Edney did not disap¬
point. Taking the inbounds pass from
Cameron Dollar with 4.8 seconds left, Edney
sprinted towards half court, executed a bril¬
liant left handed behind the back dribble, and
tossed in a running right handed bank shot
as the buzzer sounded. This miracle would
fuel the Bruins to their 11th championship
in school history.
4. KING OF CLUTCH-Christian Laettner
is the greatest big game performer in NCAA
tournament history. Don’t laugh, this blue
eyed, baby faced softy with a decent jumper
may appear to be just another preppy bailer,
but nobody was more money in the clutch.
His legendary theatrics commenced in the
1990 East Regional Finals against UConn.
Trailing 78-77 with 2.6 seconds left, it ap¬
peared certain the Huskies would be moving
on to the Final Four. Duke was to inbound
the ball along the sideline after a Bobby
Hurley pass was nearly intercepted by Tate
George. Laettner received the inbounds pass
and somehow managed to wiggle free and
drop a leaning 15-foot jumper, giving Duke a
sensational overtime triumph. However,
Duke’s victory would be overshadowed by the
shellacking they received at the hands of
UNLV in the national title game, the worst
beating in championship history.
3. HOO-SIER DADDY-The tiny Indiana
college Valparaiso with an enrollment of
3,500 was creating a classic Hoosier story
as they courageously battled a mighty Mis¬
sissippi ball club in the first round of the 1998
tourney. However, trailing by a point with 2.5
seconds to play and the ball under their own
basket, it appeared that even Jimmy
Chitwood would not have been able to resur¬
rect this game. Valpo tossed a touchdown
pass to the top of the key, where it was one
timed into the hands of a streaking Bryce
Drew who canned a three pointer with the
buzzer sounding. Valparaiso Head Coach
Homer Drew called the shot, “a miracle,” but
the play, dubbed “Pacer,” was one that had
been rehearsed routinely in Valpo practices
throughout the season. “First time was a
charm,” said Drew “In practice, maybe I’d
hit it 35-40 percent of the time.”
2. BIG MAN TATE-In what UConn Hus¬
kies basketball fans fondly referred to as the
“Dream Season,” Jim Calhoun’s team won a
share, of the Big East title for the first time
ever, won the Big East Tournament and quali¬
fied for the NCAA tourney for the first time
in 11 seasons. Steamrolling through the first
two rounds, the top seeded Huskies run into
a brick wall when facing Clemson in the
round of 16. David Young had given the Ti¬
gers a 1-point lead by drilling a three-point
shot with 11-seconds remaining. After a badly
missed Tate George drive, UConn fouled
Sean Tyson, sending him to the line for a one
and one. Tyson missed his first attempt and
Scott Burell corralled the loose ball and
called a timeout. With one second left, Uconn
stood a seemingly insurmountable 94-feet
from victory. Burell, a pitcher on the Huskies
baseball team, took the ball out of bounds
and launched a beautiful pass into the hands
of George. George turned and simultaneously
shot the ball which gracefully arched towards
the hoop and landed with a splash as the
buzzer echoed. “I lost vision of the ball,” said
George,’’but I heard the crowd roar and I saw
people on the court so I knew it went in.” In
the crudest of circumstances, a Laettner
(see memory 4) circus shot at the buzzer
would spell the end for UConn two days later.
1. THE GREATEST-Two historic basket¬
ball institutions. All-Americans dueling head
to head. Pressure baskets. Overtime. And ar¬
guably the most astounding shot in NCAA his¬
tory. I think it is safe to say that Duke v. Ken¬
tucky in the 1992 East Regional Final was
the finest college basketball game ever con¬
tested. Duke earned its fifth straight trip to
the Final Four, following an amazing 104-103
overtime victory. However, the entire 45 min¬
utes of action will go down in the annals of
basketball history Trailing by 12 points late

continued on page 19
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Overexercising Can Be Dangerous For Females Athletes
By ANYA BELANGER

Staff Writer
Exercise seems to be a magic bullet in the
healthcare field, with doctors and research¬
ers promoting it for everything from keeping
your weight in check and treating depres¬
sion, to preventing heart disease and
osteoporosis. But as with anything good,
some caution must be added to the mix. In
this case, it is a warning that some people
can overdo workouts —- and end up making
themselves sick.
Experts say that exercise can play a role
in menstrual problems, weak bones, and even
kidney and liver damage. This is not because
of the calories you burn in your workout, but
rather the calories you do not eat.
“In general, exercise promotes health and
increases fitness,” says Constance Lebrun
MD, an exercise physiologist at the Univer¬
sity of Western Ontario’s Fowler-Kennedy
Sports Medicine Clinic in London, Ontario,
Canada. “But we see menstrual changes in
women who are not keeping up with proper
nutrition. This is usually because they do not
have enough energy — calories going in as
compared to the amount of energy going out.”
Lebrun goes on to say that that the
amount of food needed to perform a certain
amount of exercise depends on each
individual’s body. But your body will give you
signals that something is wrong. One tip-off
is irregular menstrual cycles, or in younger
females, failure for menstruation to begin.
In women and adolescents who play sports
or who are involved in regular workout pro¬
grams and do not get menstrual periods, a
condition called athletic amenorrhea may be

responsible.
“This is a signal that your body is being
stressed,” Lebrun warns.
It’s especially common in women who
don’t eat nutritional meals and try to keep
in shape for particular activities, such as
gymnastics or ballet. Because they do not
have the vitamins and minerals in adequate
amounts in their diets, their bodies are of¬
ten lacking enough of the hormones proges¬
terone and estrogen. Someone who uses ex¬
cessive exercise to get rid of calories and
doesn’t eat enough and/or purges after she
eats also is at risk of not having proper po¬
tassium levels and of leaching calcium from
her bones.
“We believe there is even an element of
loss of bone density that cannot be repaired,”
Lebrun says. However, she says, in less se¬
vere cases, the nutritional problems, includ¬
ing amenorrhea, or lack of menstrual peri¬
ods, can be corrected by counseling the
woman about the types and amounts of food
necessary to sustain her activities, then
changing the diet accordingly.
According to Gladys Frankel, PhD, of the
New York Presbyterian Hospital/New York
Weill Cornell Medical Center, some young
people who overexercise and fall victim to
eating disorders have low self-esteem, pos¬
sibly due to negative comments about their
weight. For example, Frankel says, “A dance
teacher says, ‘You’re getting too heavy.’”
Frankel says that not only can restrict¬
ing proper diet, harm the bones, liver, kid¬
neys, and menstrual cycle, but it also can
make a person’s thinking faulty. “It can af¬
fect their thought processes; their memory
won’t be as good,” says Frankel. They will
even deny that they are having symptoms

W Tennis Drops Spring
Opener, 9-0, To Wesleyan
By AMANDA BECK

Assistant Sports Editor
The Bates Women’s Tennis Team opened
their spring season last Saturday at home
against NESCAC opponent, Wesleyan, and
lost 9-0.
The Bobcats are coming off of a 3-7 fall
campaign, a season highlighted by wins over
the University of Southern Maine, Brandeis,
and Manhattanville College (N.Y.).
In the singles matches Saturday, senior
Suzanne Daly fell 6-4,6-4 to Tarsah Dale and
junior Mary Dorman lost a tough match in
three sets 4-6,6-4,6-0 to Allison Ronner. Dina
Guth of Wesleyan defeated sophomore Kelsey
Evans 6-4, 6-1, and Rachel Sigman, also of
Wesleyan, beat sophomore Talbott Randall
6-2,6-3. Senior Eliza Scott and first-year Kim
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Hoffman played the final two singles matches
for Bates. Both were defeated by scores of 62, 6-2 and 7-5, 6-2, respectively.
“We played well and had fun but couldn’t
pull off a victory,” said Hoffman.
The Bobcats also had a rough day in the
doubles matches, losing all three. Nina
Zeitlin and Sigman defeated the doubles
team of Daly and Dorman 8-5, and Dale and
Guth downed the team of Evans and Randall
in a close match, 8-6. Sarah Colao and Nicky
Sumorok of Weselyan rounded out the day
by defeating Hoffman and sophomore
Kristina Berlin in the final doubles match.
The Bobcats are now 0-1 on the spring
season and will play host to Mt. Holyoke on
April 14th at 9 a.m. Following that match,
Bates will compete in the NESCAC Champi¬
onships and the State of Maine Championships._

Tourney
continued from pgae 17
East: So everyone, including Slowpez [sic],
has jumped on the BC bandwagon. Oh how
we love the underdog. Two words: no way A
wise man once laughed at a fool from Smith
who proclaimed ultimate superiority of Big
East Basketball. Thus, I must concur with
Nick Markos in saying, “You’re out of your
freakin’ mind!" Duke’s so hot it’s sickening.
Every other team in the East should be wish¬
ing they were playing in the NIT.
West: Anyone actually watch Stanford
play this year? Their game is slow, slow, slow
and weak, weak, weak. It’s easy to win regu¬
lar season championships, messing around
with baby hooks and 15-foot jumpers in a half¬
court set, but look for the number one seed to
get schooled and run into the ground. Stanford
will make it to the Elite 8, but no further. Look
for either Georgetown of Maryland to send the
Cardinals dragging themselves home.
South: Though Michigan State is the de-

that something is wrong with their memory
or their bodily functions.
“They turn off their external cues when
something is wrong. They are trying not to
pay attention when their bodies are warningthem,”she says.
For athletes who have serious eating dis¬
orders and/or disruption of their menstrual
cycles, Frankel and Lebrun both recommend
a complete checkup by a doctor. The Ameri¬
can Academy of Pediatrics says that hor¬
mone and calcium levels must be checked
and pelvic exams done. According to the
academy, it may be necessary to prescribe
calcium supplements and possibly hormone
therapy for older adolescents and women.
Both Frankel and Lebrun say it’s also
important that these women work closely
with a nutritionist. Sometimes those with
extreme eating disorders may need to be in
a structured program in which they are
monitored at mealtime.
Frankel warns that a woman may still
have nutritional problems even if she is get¬
ting her period. In fact, she may still not be
at a healthy weight, and her hormone sys¬
tem may not be working properly.
One way to tell if a cycle is normal, ac¬
cording to Lebrun, is if you have the typical
symptoms of a period one week before it be¬
gins. Though most menstrual problems can
be solved by a change of diet in this situa¬
tion, she advises that some women may have
to reduce their training and their stress, and
use the replacement hormones.
Signs that one is exercising TOO much
include:
Do you feel guilty if a day goes by when
you don’t work out?
Are you depressed if you are unable to

exercise?
Do you feel tired and lethargic, yet still
have trouble sleeping?
Do you have injuries that don’t seem to
heal?
Are you reluctant to take time off to heal
injuries?
Are you ignoring aspects of your work,
social life or family life in order to put exer¬
cise first?
Do you feel compelled to work out even if
you are tired?
Do you increase or decrease your exer¬
cise, based on your weight or what you have
eaten?
Do you suffer from insomnia, undesired
weight loss, fatigue, lethargy, irritability, loss
of menstrual periods, multiple chronic inju¬
ries, or stress fractures?
If you answered “Yes” to several of the
above questions, you are probably exercis¬
ing too much. The American College of Sports
Medicine has issued the following guidelines
for physical activity:
Frequency - 3-5 days per week
Intensity - 50 - 85% of estimated maximum
heart rate
Duration -15 - 60 minutes of continuous
aerobic exercise
Here are some suggestions to break ex¬
ercise abuse:
Focus on health and fitness vs. appear¬
ance
TRUST your body cues — LISTEN when
your body says “I’m tired,” or “I ache.” Take
rest days.
Avoid linking eating and exercise.
Don’t let exercise determine your selfworth.
Vary the intensity of your workout.

“I met my goal of becoming an All-Ameri¬
can so .for that I am really psyched. It was a
lot of fun being there with all the other
continued from frontpage college’s top skiers,” said Rogers.
Hildebrand also jumped out to a great
a time of 47:45.6. Easter also came back start with his first run and finished off the
with a top 30 performance, and skied a time competition with an excellent run, giving him
of 53:45.9.
a total time of 2:01.57, which placed him 6th
For Easter, this was his second time par¬ in the country.
ticipating in the NCAA Championships, but
On Saturday, the women had a reversal
it still was a great experience. “Each time I of roles. Ippolito put out two quality runs giv¬
get a chance to be around these athletes it ing her a total time of 1:35.31, putting her in
gives me a little more confidence, and con¬ 22nd place, while Rogers had her second race
fidence is what you need to ski well with cut short and did not finish the race.
these guys.”
However, Saturday was the day that be¬
As for Marshall, this was her first time longed to one of the best all-time skiers at
at the event. “The experience as a whole, Bates, Kyle Hildebrand. Hildebrand opened
the racing, spectating, and mingling with up the competition with an All-American type
the ski community has rejuvenated my en¬ performance, but one that put him in 6th
thusiasm for the sport and serves as a very place. In his second run, Hildebrand skied
loud reminder of how sports within the col¬ the fastest run of the competition, which al¬
lege life can be so ideal.”
lowed him to finish in 2nd place overall.
The piners had their chance to ski on
“I was extremely excited about the sla¬
both Thursday and Saturday. For both the lom, the conditions were rough first run but,
men and the women, Thursday was the day I was able get a good starting spot for the
they got their shot at the Giant Slalom and second run which worked out well” com¬
Saturday was the Slalom. The women were mented Hildebrand “It felt great to finally be
lead by Rogers, who finished in 10th place skiing well when it mattered.”
by putting out two identical times on her
This was a fantastic way for the team to
two runs and finishing with a time of culminate an amazing season. For a team
2:08.25. Ippolito, who had an impressive with the highest of expectations year and
first run, unfortunately did not finish her year out, this season was no different, and
second run.
once again the team lived up to their billing.

Skiing

fending national champs, look for the Spar¬
tans to leave the big dance early This is the
year of upsets. Besides, who can beat the
ACC? Look for Virginia to bust a move in the
Final Four. Watch out, however, Florida’s
faced a tough year and could take it out on
the Penn State’s of the tournament. Florida’s
got a New Hampshire native with game, Matt
Bonner. Talk about fundamentals, Lopez can
take his peach basket and head to the farm.
Regardless, UNC better bringback MJ or find
a miracle in Forte. Who wants to see Duke
school UNC again anyway?
Midwest: Home of the 65th team doesn’t
mean squat. Look for Arizona to get by with
experience, but I’ll take Notre Dame over
anyone, any day I’m still bitter about BC
beatingthe Irish in football a fewyears back.
I just can’t let it go. I’ve seen Iona play in
person. Look for their point guard to turn,

turn, turn the ball over. They’re a quick “hello,
goodbye, thanks for coming.” But when push
comes to shove, Syracuse comes out cn top.
Final Four: Syracuse vs. Virginia-I’d just
like to point out that New Hampshire native
Keith Friel can knock down the triple better
than Hart and Walker combined. If there was
ever a NH kid with game, it’s me, but I’m not
playing, so look for Virginia to stick it to UNC
and make its way to take on the Duke-Indiana
winner.
Duke vs. Indiana: That’s right. For once
I’d like to see the Hoosiers make it somewhere
without bullying officials or throwing chairs,
but come crunch time it’s the Blue Devils spin¬
ning circles in the spotlight.
Duke vs. Virginia: Duke’s on fire, but hey,
the fire will burn out. Guaranteed. Look for
Virginia to pick up the pace and make some
noise. Gotta love New Hampshire baby.
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Hastings Prepares For Nationals Bobcat Of
By SEAN HURLEY

Staff Writer
Junior All-American Andrew Hastings
has finished in the top five in the 1 meter
springboard diving competition the last two
years at nationals and looks to improve upon
that finish this weekend at the NCAA Cham¬
pionships in Buffalo, NY.
Hastings took second overall in the 1
meter diving competition two weeks ago at
the NESCAC Championships, capturing all¬
conference honors with a point total of 432.15
and added a third place finish in the 3 meter
event with 451.95 points. Although he has
battled injuries in the offseason during each
of the last two years, Hastings will have the
opportunity to be the first male swimmer or
diver in the history of the school to win AllAmerican honors four times, if he dominates
the competition at NCAA’s this weekend.
Head coach Dana Mulholland said, “An¬
drew Hastings is an extraordinary Division
III diver. He came to Bates with great talent,
a super work ethic, and desire to improve..
. I’m confident that Andrew will excel once
again at the NCAA Meet this weekend”.
Hastings sees himself as being more re¬

laxed at nationals this time around and ca¬
pable of improving upon a NESCAC meet
where he usually puts too much pressure on
himself. “I feel pretty good about nationals
this year. This is the first year that I actu¬
ally feel I have a chance of winning. The last
few years everyone was going into the meet
competing for second place. The champion¬
ship is really up in the air this year.”
Hastings says focus and concentration
are some of the keys to his diving prowess.
“Visualization is very important in diving.
Before every dive I do I make sure that I can
picture the whole dive in my head. Everything
in a dive occurs in less then two seconds, so
you have to know beforehand what you’re
going to do and what it’s going to feel like.”
Coach Mulholland attributes Diving Coach
Mike Bartley with helping Hastings’ maintain
his highly competitive level, “Coach Bartley
has helped Andrew improve through long
hours on the board, the trampoline and video
work. They have refined basic mechanics and
added degree of difficulty to his list of dives.
It is great to see Andrew continue to improve
and be successful, as his four All-American
certificates attest.”
Hastings broke his own 1 meter record
twice this year - first against Babson and

Men’s Tennis Downs
Skidmore In Opener
By MATT GAGNE

Staff Writer
On Monday night the Bates Men’s Tennis
Team, ranked 19th in the nation, hosted and
summarily defeated the Skidmore Thorough¬
breds 7-0 in Merrill Gymnasium to open the
2001 spring season with a bang. Led by se¬
nior captain Chris Danforth, and nationallyranked teammates Alex Macdonald (No. 28)
and Greg Norton (No. 41), the Bobcats have
set the tone for a strong and promising sea¬
son.
Wasting very little time, the Bobcat men
brushed away the cobwebs from last fall to
dominate Skidmore in doubles play. Playing
in the first position, Greg Norton and Alex
Macdonald came just shy of schooling
Skidmore’s James Davidson and Will
Crawford, winning by a score of 8-5.
Similarly, sophomore Ben Lamanna and
senior Chris Danforth defeated Dan
Cummings and Chris Watson 8-4 while se¬
nior Milko Todorov and Dave Meyer downed
Andrew Watson and Ben Levine 8-4 to com¬
plete a doubles sweep.
Coach Paul Gastonguay, the winningest
player in Bates College history (149-41), was
very pleased with the Bobcat’s doubles play.
Danforth added, “Winning doubles gives us
momentum. It’s the [mental] key to winning
the single matches?
Bates, needing only three wins to take the
match, swept Skidmore in singles play as
Macdonald took down Davidson in three sets,
5-7, 6-4, and 6-4 .while Norton defeated
Crawford in two, 6-3 and 7-6. Meyer defeated

Great Moments
continued frontpage 17
in the second half Kentucky, driven by the
mammoth performance of Jamal Mashburn
( 28 points), rallied to send the game to an
extra session. The last 32 seconds of over¬
time alone saw five lead changes. With
Mashburn fouled out of the game, Kentucky
guard Sean Woods canned what most
thought was the game winner, when he
banked home a one-handed runner over the
outstretched arms of Laettner. With 2.1 sec-

Watson in two sets, while Brett Carty,
Todorov, Danforth, and Lamanna followed
suit, all winning in two.
Commenting on the first win of the sea¬
son, Danforth added, “Skidmore’s a good
team; coming out of the gates with a 7-0 win
is huge...a great confidence builder for the
season.”
At times the Bobcat men seemed to
struggle in finishing off their opponents, but
Gastonguay, realizing that some of his guys
are still trying polish off and take full com¬
mand of their game, remains confident in his
squad’s ability to reach postseason play even
though Skidmore is unranked and a middle
of the pack team.
Last year, Bates capped its season with a
loss to Williams, ranked No. 1, in NCAA re¬
gional play. Gastonguay commenting on the
goals of this year’s team said, “We want to
make it to the Final Eight and play at DePaul.
If we don’t go we’ll be disappointed”
Danforth echoed Gastonguay saying, “We
want to go to the nationals.”
The Bobcat squad enters the 2001 season
injury free and in great physical shape.
Gastonguay, commenting on the team’s lack
of injuries and the intensity of the off-sea¬
son training program said, “[They] set the
tone a couple years ago. This team is really
dedicated, they work hard.”
Bates takes on Middlebury next Saturday,
the 17th, at 10 a.m. in Merrill Gymnasium. In
two weeks the squad hits the road to take on
Brandeis and Connecticut College on the 24th
and 25th before returning home to battle
Bowdoin and Coast Guard the weekend of the
31st.
onds remaining all Duke could hope for was
a full court pass and a quick shot. In a coach¬
ing decision that still haunts Rick Pitino, the
Wildcats opt to play behind Laettner, allow¬
ing him to easily catch the Grant Hill pass. I
can still visualize Laettner’s motions after
securing the ball. A quick fake to his right, a
spin left, one dribble, and a feathery 15-foot
jumper.
In the ensuing celebration CBS cameras
capture Duke toward Thomas Hill clasping
his hands over his head, tears streaming
down his face. That scene is possibly the
single most vivid reminder of why we love
college hoops.

then against Tufts, while breaking his 3
meter record against Babson, as well.
Hastings’ unparalleled diving success has
been hindered only by an inability to train
all year-round because of unlucky injuries
that have forced him to recuperate during
much of the offseason. Hastings said, “The
summer before sophomore year I had foot
surgery, and last summer I sprained my ankle
and was stuck in a cast most of the summer.
This summer I’m hoping that I’ll be able to
train and I think that it will help me a lot next
season.”
Hastings wishes he wasn’t the only mem¬
ber of the men’s team going to Buffalo and
admits that it has been tough to train by him¬
self for the past month. It’s training that has
eased slightly, so he will be able to taper be¬
fore Buffalo. However, he enjoys that he’s
able to keep Bates swimming and diving on
the national scene year after year and hopes
that a whole group of Bobcats will accom¬
pany him to the NCAA meet next year. With
4th and 5th place finishes at National’s the
past two seasons, the key to the school’s div¬
ing record book, and numerous top finishes
at New England’s and NESCAC’s, the only
way Hastings can top himself is to compete
for the national championship this year.

Academic
All-NESCAC
3ze Wei Ang
Megan Ferrari
Billy Hart
Steve Imig
Chris Lyon
Jane MarshaE
Mike McCarthy
MattMoulis
Julia Price
Cameron Wood

Women’s Squash
Sr.
Women’s Swimming
Sr.
Men’s Basketball
Jr.
Men’s Swimming
Jr.
Men’s Nordic Skiing
Sr.
Women’s Nordic Skiing So.
Men’s Swimming
Sr.
Men’s BasketbaU
Jr.
Women’s Basketball So.
Women’s Indoor Track Sr.

The Week

Kyle Hildebrand

Erin Mullin/The Bates Student

Kyle Hildebrand is the Bobcat of the Week.
Hildebrand earned the honor for arguably
the most impressive performance on the ski
slopes in Bates College history. In the NCAA
Championships at the Middlebury Snow Bowl
in Vermont, Hildebrand earned two AllAmerican honors for his performances in
both the Slalom and the Giant Slalom.
In the Slalom, the Waitsfield, Vermont
native, finished in second place overall with
a time of 1:25.22. In his first run, Kyle was
left in sixth place, but in his second run, he
skied the fastest time of the event (42.37) and
earned himself a second place finish, which
is the best finish in Bates history.
In the Giant Slalom, Hildebrand skied an
impressive overall time of 2:01.57, which
placed him 6th overall and gave him his sec¬
ond All-American honor of the year, and the
third of his three-year career.
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Sawler Finishes Seventh At NCAA Meet
By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
In the end, this season will serve as a
learning experience for junior Jaime
Sawler. A 2000-2001 campaign that was
filled with highlights and a trip to the
NCAA Championships this past weekend
will drastically help Sawler prepare for his
final season in Bobcat colors.
And Sawler is perfectly clear about
what he wants to accomplish next season.
“I want to win nationals. Basically, 1 want
to go undefeated all year.”

He knows this season can only help him
reach those goals. Last weekend, Jaime
concluded the year With a seventh place
finish in the NCAA Championships at Wis¬
consin Osh-Kosh. That finish was one
place short of an All-American finish and
didn’t allow Sawler, the lone Bobcat com¬
petitor in the event, to score points for
Bates. The premier indoor track meet was
won by Wisconsin Lacrosse, which scored
58 points. They defeated the host school,
Osh-kosh by 14 points.
Sawler’s finish will motivate him and
give him experience for a potential trip to
the NCAA Championships next season.

“It gives me the experience of what na¬
tionals is like and of the atmosphere and
the adrenalin (at the meet),” said Sawler.
“Everybody says it’s just another meet,
but obviously there’s a lot more at stake
and a lot more adrenalin.”
It isn’t a huge gap that Sawler needs to
close either. After all, he missed an AllAmerican finish by less than four inches.
Along with that, five of the top seven fin¬
ishers were seniors, leaving room for
Sawler next year.
He placed seventh overall this season,
with a throw of 56 feet, eight inches, which
was a personal best.

Anthony 11th
In 5,000 At
Wis-Oshkosh

Ferrari Sets
School Record
At Nationals

By AMANDA BECK

By SEAN HURLEY

Assistant Sports Editor

Staff Writer
Sophomore Megan Ferrari finished 20th
in the nation and broke the school record in
the 200 yard breastroke while also taking
22nd in the country in the 100 yard
breastroke and 43rd in the 200 yard Indi¬
vidual Medley this past weekend at the Na¬
tional Championships in Buffalo, NY.
Ferrari, who won the NESCAC Championship
in both the 50 and 100 yard breastroke three
weeks ago, capped a sensational season at
the NCAA Championships. In both breastroke
events, she missed qualiying for the finals
by less than half a second.
“Going to Nationals was an amazing ex¬
perience,” said Ferrari. “It was a great feel¬
ing to be on deck with all those girls know¬
ing that they are the fastest swimmers in
NCAA Division III. It was a great feeling to
come back on the third day and swim really
fast after only swimming all right the first
two days.”
Ferrari qualified for nationals in both the
100 and 200 yard breastroke because of the
strength of her tremendous performance at
NESCAC’s.
At nationals, her time in the 100 was over
a second off of her NESCAC performance.
However, that happens frequently when
swimmers have to taper twice in a short pe¬
riod of time. Ferrari did so for NESCAC’s and
then again for nationals only two weeks later.
Her time in the 200 on the third day of
NCAA’s was the fastest in Bates College his¬
tory.
“In a situation like that it is easy to give
up on the last day and lose focus, but I was
more comfortable with my competition by the
third day and wanted to have at least one
really good performance at nationals. It was
frustrating though because the times were
all so close that if I had gone a half second
faster I would have made it back to swim at
finals,” said Ferrari.
“Megan’s success is very well deserved..
. she is swimming at a very elite level,” said
head coach Dana Mulholland. “Megan is de¬
termined to be an All-American next year,
and I am confident that she will accomplish
her goals. And don’t be surprised if classmate

Continued on page 16

“It’s hard not to be happy with a PR,
(personal record) but I though I could have
PR’ed by a little more,” added Sawler.
The 35-pound weight throw was won by
Ryan Dirks of Pacific Lutheran with a
throw of 60 feet, 8.75 inches. Dave Hahn
of Wisconsin-Platteville took second, and
Mike Koenning of Wisconsin LaCrosse
placed third.
Sawler qualified for the final round of
the event, with a toss, also of 56 feet, eight
inches, in a deep first flight. He ousted
Wisconsin Stout’s Mike Turgeon by one
feet, two inches to qualify for the final
round.

Junior Dave Frederick will help lead the Bobcat offense.

FUe

Men’s Lax Looks To Build
On Successful 2000 Season
By PATRICK BOYAGGI

Assistant Sports Editor
The 2001 edition of the men’s lacrosse
team at Bates College is maybe the finest in
school history. That, however, can only be de¬
termined by their performance on the field
of play.
Coming off one of their most successful
seasons ever in 2000, the team finished with
an overall record of 9-7. The season was one
in which the Bobcats were undefeated in nonconference plan and earned a berth in the
ECAC Division III Championships. This year,
however, the NESCAC, one of the most com¬
petitive lacrosse leagues in the country, is
holding its own conference tournament. The
winner of this tournament will earn an auto¬
matic bid to compete in the NCAA Champi¬
onships.

“Obviously our goal is to win the NESCAC
championship, and hopefully our added
depth at all of the positions on the field will
help us attain it,” commented sophomore
goalkeeper Mark Dobbyn.
Dobbyn is one of the keys to the Bobcats’
success this year. This will be his first year
as the team’s full time keeper and the squad’s
success depends greatly on his performance.
Dobbyn will have a great amount of help
though, from a solid core of defensemen. Tri¬
captains, Chris Buckley and Morgan
McDuffie are both returning to sure up a de¬
fense that allowed just over nine goals a
game last season. Also contributing to the
defense will be sophomore Paul Tenney, who
has had an extremely impressive preseason.
The midfield will be anchored by tri-captain
Aaron Sells, who earned All-NESCAC hon-

Continued on page 16

This past Saturday, sophomore Abby
Anthony traveled to Osh-Kosh, Wisconsin
to compete in the Division III Men’s and
Women’s Indoor Track and Field Champi¬
onships. She competed in the 5,000 meter
run and placed 11th in the nation, while
running her second fastest time ever:
17:48.49.
“I had hoped to do better,” said An¬
thony I was a little bit dissapointed, but
overall, I was happy with my time.”
Anthony sustained a severe back injury
from a fall in October, and for awhile it was
unclear if she would be able to perform at
her top-level during the Indoor Track sea¬
son. It was January before her work-outs
were back on-pace, but by mid-month she
was running times close to her personal
bests of the previous season.
Her first victory occured on January
20th at the MIT meet where she tied her
personal record in the 3,000 meter run,
placing second with a time of 10:38. At the
University of Southern Maine meet the
following weekend, she once again re¬
corded a personal best time, this time in
the 5,000 meter run. Her time was 18:04.
Anthony earned All-State Honors at the
Maine State Championships where she
won both the 3,000 meter run and the 5,000
meter, and also earned All-New England
Division III honors placing second in the
5,000 meter run in 18:04.
“She ran a very competitive race,” said
Head Coach Carolyn Court, “Though her
times were outstanding, they were still shy
of qualifying for the NCAA Champion¬
ships."
However, that all changed on February
23 at the Open New England Champion¬
ship, one of Anthony’s last opportunities
to qualify. In a performance, which accord¬
ing to Coach Court was one of the most
remarkable in Bates history Anthony chal¬
lenged the best Division I, II and III run¬
ners in the region. Placing third, she
earned All-New England Honors, and her
time of 17:19.24 broke the Bates’ record
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